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RECOMMENDED ACTION OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
 

Provide guidance on priorities for the FY17 Budget Request for final approval at the 

August Board Meeting.   

SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS 

 

Full Board 

 

AGENDA ITEM:  29 

 

DATE: June 10-11, 2015 

  

****************************************************************************** 

 

SUBJECT:  FY17 Informal Budget Hearings  

 

Per direction from the May Board meeting, each institution has been provided time to 

present their FY17 budget priorities.  The schedule of the hearings is provided below. The allotted 

times allow each campus to discuss their priorities and answer any questions the Board may have 

regarding their request.  

 

 The six public universities and two special schools were asked to submit their priorities 

for FY17, focusing on their top five items.  A detailed narrative justifying their request was also 

required.   The institution’s budget priorities and narratives are included in the attached budget 

briefing document. 

 

 There has been additional time set aside at the end of the hearings for Board deliberation 

and direction.  This will give the Board an opportunity to discuss priorities and give direction on 

the development of the proposal for the FY17 budget request that will be approved at the August 

Board Meeting. 

 

 

SDSBVI & SDSD 9:00 - 9:30

USD/SSOM 9:30 - 10:15

BHSU 10:15 - 10:45

SDSM&T 10:45 - 11:15

DSU 11:15 - 11:45

System / Lunch 11:45 - 12:15

NSU 12:15 - 12:45

SDSU/CES/AES 12:45 - 1:30

Board Deliberations 1:30 - 2:00
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Black Hills State University 
FY17 Informal Budget Request 

June 2015 
 

BHSU Priority #1 – BHSU Underground Campus Infrastructure - $1,000,000 one-time 
 
Addresses: SDBOR Priority #2 -- Academic Quality & Performance (Experiential Learning) and 
SDBOR Priority #3 – Research and Economic Development (Grants and Contract Expenditures 
– Undergraduate Research and License Agreements) 
 
Construction of the Black Hills State University Underground campus (BHUC) will be 
completed summer 2015 and will be ready for occupancy fall 2015. The BHUC will provide 
world-class research opportunities for South Dakota faculty and students, leveraging the benefit 
of SURF for the state and amplifying its impact on science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics (STEM) education. Through combined efforts of SURF and BHSU, funding for the 
basic infrastructure and outfitting of the BHUC is already in place, but an additional increment of 
funding is required to realize the BHUC's full potential.  
 
BHSU is requesting $1M to transition the BHUC into full-scale operation and to position it as 
self-sustaining within two years. The $1M will fund the purchase of specialized science 
equipment, support safety enhancements that will support a doubling of the maximum allowed 
underground personnel headcount and thus expand student research opportunities, provide initial 
seed money to hire a science operations technician, and fund an initial contingent of 
undergraduate and graduate student researchers. This investment will pay long-term dividends 
through the enhancement of South Dakota's STEM workforce, increased commercialization of 
intellectual property, and a boost in South Dakota’s national standing within STEM research and 
STEM education. 
 
BHUC is an integral component of the larger Sanford Science Education Center (SSEC), which 
includes Education and Outreach (E&O) activities at the lab. These E&O activities are designed 
to extend and engage K-12 students and the general population with the underground research. 
Other components of the SSEC include the new visitor’s center in Lead as well as BHSU student 
and faculty engagement with the lab. The investment in the research and educational activities 
will recruit new talent into STEM degree programs, better prepare students in STEM fields, 
increase the pool of well-trained individuals ready for the STEM workforce, and advance the 
field of science education.  
 
BHSU Priority #2 – Center for Indian Studies - $825,001 base and 5 FTE 
 
Addresses: SDBOR Priority #1 – Student Success (Total Degrees, American Indian Degrees, 
Retention Rates, Graduation Rates, and Remediation Rates) and SDBOR Priority #4 – 
Affordability and Accountability (3 year Federal Default Rate)  
 
This initiative includes the following components: 
 

 Jump Start Program 
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 American Studies Forgivable Semester Program 
 Graduate Degrees in Indian Studies (MA, Doctoral) 
 Graduate Assistants 
 Background  

  
Over forty years ago, Black Hills State University was one of the first higher education 
institutions in the United States to recognize American Indian Studies as a unique discipline.   
Today, BHSU boasts the largest percentage (5%) of American Indian students in the South 
Dakota Board of Regents system.  During the fall 2014 term, there were 243 American Indian 
students enrolled.  BHSU provides a major and a minor in American Indian Studies and houses a 
legislatively approved Center for American Indian Studies. The Center provides a student-
friendly foundation for a variety of activities including the recently-funded Jump Start Program, 
bridge program, academic advisement and student tutoring. Emerging initiatives include a 
Masters in American Indian Studies (currently under review in the BOR office); a doctorate in 
American Indian Studies; a forgivable semester program, which would allow selected students 
from the Crazy Horse/USD Summer Bridge program to receive free tuition, fees, room and board 
and an academic waiver if necessary; a collaborative agreement with Crazy Horse featuring a 
range of degree and non-degree options in the Southern Black Hills; and an American Indian 
Learning Resource and Cultural Center housed on the BHSU campus. 
 
BHSU Priority #3 -- Center for Civic Engagement & Economic Innovation -- $900,000 base 
and 7 FTE -- $20,000,000 one-time facility 
 
Addresses: SDBOR Priority #2 -- Academic Quality & Performance (Experiential Learning) and 
SDBOR Priority #3 – Research and Economic Development (Start-Up Companies) 
 
This request includes components of the following: 
 

 Civics, Citizenship, & Citizen Retention (Legislative History) 
 Small Business Incubation & Entrepreneurship (Economic Innovation) 
 Tourism & Sustainability (Economic Innovation) 
 South Dakota Center for Enterprise Opportunity (SDCEO) 
 Experiential Learning (Application of Knowledge) 

 
BHSU seeks to assist the state of South Dakota to become the most recognized state for civic 
engagement and economic innovation in the United States.  This outreach center, located on the 
campus of BHSU, would serve as a repository for legislative history and best practices to inspire 
students into civic engagement – creating better citizens that want to stay and work in South 
Dakota. 
 
A number of initiatives and opportunities are beginning to coalesce within the Spearfish 
community, Northern Black Hills and across the broader West River region. At BHSU, the South 
Dakota – Center for Enterprise Opportunity (SD CEO), funded by the Small Business 
Administration is providing a wide range of business assistance support and professional 
development opportunities for women entrepreneurs, business owners and startups. The 
university is actively engaged with the Chamber of Commerce, the Spearfish Economic 
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Development Corporation and local businesses to provide mutual support for the growth of the 
area’s economic development. These are drivers for volunteerism and integrating civics and 
citizenship into the statewide higher learning culture and curriculum. 
 
BHSU will partner with at least one high school in every county to promote civics engagement at 
the local level, collect legislative history, and develop economic innovations through the centers 
that spearhead new businesses or revenues throughout the state.  
 
With the recent accreditation of the School of Business by the AACSB, the viability of the 
University’s Business Administration programs including entrepreneurship, tourism, marketing, 
and HR, have been significantly enhanced. The BHSU faculty have substantial strength in 
western history, political science, travel and tourism, and civic engagement as well as the strong 
focus on experiential learning and volunteerism.  These are disciplines that could contribute to 
developing stronger civics leaders within the state.  The time is rich with opportunity to build on 
existing partnerships, programs, and programmatic strengths to enhance the economic and civic 
vitality across the State of South Dakota. 
 
BHSU Priority #4 – Institute for Teacher Preparation & Retention - $2,070,002 base and 
7.0 FTE 
 
Addresses: SDBOR Priority #1 – Student Success (Total Degrees and Graduation Rates) and 
SDBOR Priority #2 -- Academic Quality & Performance (Grads Passing Licensure Exams, 
Number of Accredited Programs, and Number of New Grad Programs) 
 
The following items are included in this request: 
 

 South Dakota Forgivable Loan & Retention Initiative 
 Teacher Scholarship  
 Teach for South Dakota Program  
 Master’s Degree Incentive Program  
 Dual Credit faculty/teachers (adjuncts)  

 
A critical need for South Dakota is the preparation and professional development of teachers. 
High quality K-12 education depends on the development of a sustainable infrastructure to 
prepare and support teachers. BHSU, graduating more teachers than any other South Dakota 
University, has a long and proud record of achievement in this area and is uniquely positioned 
for an Institute for Teacher Preparation and Retention. The Institute will be built on the 
foundation of several high quality programs that are currently being delivered at BHSU 
including on-campus and online offerings and the work of the Center for the Advancement of 
Mathematics and Science Education (CAMSE), which serves an important state-wide teacher 
professional development and outreach role.   
 
The Institute will feature four primary programs. First is a Forgivable Loan & Retention 
Initiative/Teacher Scholarship designed to prepare teachers in high needs areas. Tuition loans (or 
scholarships in some cases) will be available to students at the undergraduate or graduate levels 
seeking to certify in math, science, or special education.  Acceptance of these funds will require 
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a commitment to teach in South Dakota for five years in order for the loan to be forgiven.  
Further incentive would be the offering of the SPED courses at BHSU-RC in a weekend model.  
Persons could take one hybrid course per month by attending Saturday and Sunday classes two 
weekends a month (32 contact hours) with online follow-up to complete the equivalent of 45 
contact hours.  
 
A second program will be the Teach for South Dakota Program/Master’s Degree Incentive 
Program, which is designed to certify teachers at the post-baccalaureate level. This project, 
which is concentrated in the Rapid City area through partnerships with local school districts, is 
being done through project Select and Second. Both are rigorous, accelerated programs, which 
lead to the Master of Science in Secondary Education for persons who already have bachelor’s 
degrees in content teaching areas and represent a viable alternative to the Teach for America 
model.  
 
The third program will be a Regental Pathway to Certification for Paraprofessionals in 
Reservation Schools, which is designed to address the teacher shortage in a systemic way by 
creating a pathway to teacher certification for qualified paraprofessionals currently living and 
employed in schools on reservations.  Some schools with a high number of Native American 
children have much lower numbers of Native American teachers.  For example, 60% of the 
students enrolled in Bennett County Schools are Native American, while only 2% of the teachers 
are Native American.  Similar situations exist in McLaughlin (97% Native student population, 
16% Native teachers), Smee (97% Native student population, 24% Native teachers), and multiple 
other districts on or near reservations. This “grow your own” program would provide a stable 
population of teachers over time, as well as role models for Native American children to help 
them develop strong self-images and see themselves as potential teachers in the future.  It would 
combine elements of the successful Project Select model, with instructional coaching, as well as 
elements of the successful Teacher Corps model.  
 
The fourth program will be to identify and provide support to high school teachers to deliver dual 
credit course to high school students. This will provide an important link between BHSU’s 
teacher education programs, the local schools, and students who are exploring options for post-
secondary education. 
 
BHSU Priority #5 – Weekend & Senior College - $1,050,001 base and 7 FTE 
 
Addresses: SDBOR Priority #1 – Student Success (Total Degrees, American Indian Degrees, 
Retention Rates, Graduation Rates, and Remediation Rates)  
 
This request includes components of the following: 
 

 Associate Degrees 
 Continuing Education 
 Dual Credit Initiative 
 Workforce Development (Career Development & Counseling) 
 Adult & Transfer Coordination 
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The recent change of the University Center in Rapid City to the BHSU-RC has provided 
significant opportunities, not only for branding, but for programmatic innovation and growth. A 
number of new Associate Degree programs are being developed, designed to attract students to 
near-term degree completions which can subsequently be leveraged toward four year programs at 
the main campus or at other Regental institutions. Examples include criminal justice, network 
computing, mass communications, business administration, tourism, elementary education and 
special needs. Additional certificate programs are being developed to attract and track students 
into Associate and Bachelor’s degree programs. Weekend programming is also being developed 
with a focus on certification (e.g., special education for teachers), project management for area 
businesses, and learning or continuing education opportunities for the senior adult population. 
 
Resources would be invested into certificate and associate stackable programs that may lead to 
bachelor programs.  These credit and non-credit opportunities are targeted at adult learners who 
may only attend college on weekends and at senior-citizens, the largest and fastest growing 
group of potential degree or certificate seekers. Additional faculty, incentives for high school 
teachers to serve as dual credit adjunct faculty, and student support services are embedded in a 
different and innovative delivery model at the BHSU-RC.  
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Black Hills State University

FY17 Informal Budget Hearings

Budget Priorities

Base Funding

Contractual Capital

Description Salaries Benefits Travel Services Supplies Assets Total FTE

Center for Indian Studies $440,870 $109,131 $25,000 $175,000 $65,000 $10,000 $825,001 5.0

Center for Civic Engagement & Economic Innovation $512,869 $137,131 $50,000 $90,000 $85,000 $25,000 $900,000 7.0

Institute for Teacher Preparation & Retention $643,306 $156,696 $25,000 $1,170,000 $65,000 $10,000 $2,070,002 7.0

Weekend & Senior College $944,957 $55,044 $5,000 $45,000 $1,050,001 7.0

Total $2,542,002 $458,001 $105,000 $1,435,000 $260,000 $45,000 $4,845,003 26.0

Total Base Funding Request $2,542,002 $458,001 $105,000 $1,435,000 $260,000 $45,000 $4,845,003 26.0

One-Tme Funding

Contractual Capital

Description Salaries Benefits Travel Services Supplies Assets Total FTE

BHSU Underground Campus Infrastructure $1,000,000 $1,000,000

Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 0.0

Total One-Time Funding Request $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 0.0
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Capital Funding

Contractual Capital

Description Salaries Benefits Travel Services Supplies Assets Total FTE

Center for Civic Engagement & Economic Innovation 20,000,000$     20,000,000$     

Total -$         -$        -$        -$             -$              20,000,000$     20,000,000$     0.0

Total Capital Project Funding Request -$         -$        -$        -$             -$              20,000,000$     20,000,000$     0.0

Black Hills State University

FY17 Informal Budget Hearings

Budget Priorities
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Academic Success
D.Sc. Cyber Security Faculty and Graduate Teaching Assistants
The new D. Sc. in Cyber Security provides DSU faculty and graduate students 
with excellent research and teaching opportunities while preparing 
them for this growing and critical role in today’s job market. To meet the 
demand for this program and deliver a quality educational experience, DSU 
administration requests funding to hire one additional tenure-track faculty 
member and 4 graduate teaching assistants.
 
Dakota State University’s Computing Programs, specifically Cyber 
Operations, has an outstanding national reputation. The National Security 
Agency (NSA) has designated DSU as a Center of Academic Excellence for 
Cyber Operations at the undergraduate level, one of only seven universities 
recognized with this distinction. 
 
Spring 2015, DSU began delivering the Doctorate of Science degree and the 
demand for the program is expected to exceed present resources available.  
There are nearly 25,000 unfilled cyber security positions within the federal 
government and cyber security is expected to continue to be a vital area 
of need for most government agencies and federally funded research and 
development centers (FFRDC). DSU students earning this degree will have 
excellent job placement opportunities due to the strong working relationship 
the faculty have with the National Security Agency (NSA), Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA), and Department of Homeland Security (DHS). 
Opportunities such as these enhance national perceptions of South Dakota 
students and the state’s educational system. Proposed funding would allow 
for an additional 10 students to be enrolled in the program for 2016-17. 

Ongoing Request: $266, 042 and 3.0 FTE

DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY

DSU FY2017 Informal Budget Request
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East Hall Renovation
With the construction Beacom Institute of Technology Building, DSU will create classrooms and labs 
to address the unique space needs of IT programs. The construction of this new facility allows DSU to 
reinvent East Hall—the current home of its academic programs in IT, business and health informatics—in 
order to address the remaining space needs of campus, including classrooms that meet today’s delivery 
methods, office space for faculty, staff, teaching and research assistants, as well as other academic support 
space.

One-time Request: $6,000,000

Physical Education, Exercise Science Classroom/Labs
The University’s athletic facility, the DSU Fieldhouse, was constructed in 1958 at a time when men’s 
athletic programs comprised the majority of sports and athletes on campus.  At that time total student 
enrollment was 407, with 70 student athletes. Currently, this facility provides limited academic space 
for Physical Education and Exercise Science programs. The requested funds (used for classroom and lab 
space) would be combined with fundraised dollars, allowing DSU to address a significant facility need.  

One-time Request: $4,000,000

DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
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Student Success
Mental Health Counselor
Funding to support an additional Mental Health Counselor will allow DSU to enhance and expand its 
services to students as well as meet the significantly increasing demands in this area. There are currently 
two counselors within the center. The services provided include counseling for mental health, alcohol and 
drug related issues, assistance for students needing ADA accommodations, and guidance for students on 
academic probation.  

On-going Request: $67,122 and 1.0 FTE

Student Success Initiative – Academic Advisors
Currently, all academic advising at DSU is completed by faculty in addition to their instructional and 
research responsibilities.  The two academic advisors (one working primarily with on-campus students 
and the other focusing on the online population) requested will be dedicated to working with students 
on course registration, course change advising, creating academic plans, as well as career exploration and 
awareness.  Using the Starfish system, these two individuals will also work closely with students who may 
require academic intervention throughout the semester.  The advisors will also provide on-going advising 
assistance/training for faculty who currently advise within colleges. This proactive approach to academic 
advising is expected to improve retention and student success. 

On-going Request: $127,344 and 2.0 FTE

DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
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DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY

Technology and Compliance
Risk Management and Title IX (Training and Compliance) 
DSU requests additional resources to augment its current risk management structure and to comply with 
Title IX regulations. Currently, the responsibility for safety, security, Title IX and risk management crosses 
several areas and positions on campus. These additional funds will allow DSU to centralize this area by 
hiring additional staff with the primary responsibility of risk management for the campus. Funds are also 
being requested to provide Title IX training for faculty, staff, and students as well as cover the costs to 
outsource investigations if necessary.

On-going Request: $74,922 and 1.0 FTE

IT Infrastructure
Technology enhances the students’ academic experience. To fulfill this need, the campus is requesting 
funds to upgrade the technology infrastructure to improve the speed the speed and capacity of the 
system.
Specifically, the following items are being requested:

  Edge Router – $205,000 One-Time

Upgrading the Edge Router on the campus will provide high speed data transport from DSU’s 10GB 
connection to the REED network, which provides connection to the Great Plains and Internet 2 
network. This unit will be configured with a Nexus 7700 12-port 100GbE blade for high speed uplink 
connections. In addition, this single device will provide future support for an upgraded 100GB 
connection. With these upgrades, end-to-end communications with external partners will be faster and 
more efficient.

  Core Router – estimated cost of $150,000

A new Core Router, in addition to the edge router, will handle the internal networking core of the DSU 
network. This device will enable a 10GB connection to all end user sub-core networking closets in 
buildings on campus.

  Network Switches (15 Switches) – $148,000 One-Time

Upgrades on campus will allow for end-user connections with a speed of 1GB. As DSU combines (stack) 
switches, it will allow for a 10GB uplink back to the DSU core router, enabling high-speed data transfers 
across the DSU network.

  High Performance Computing Servers and VMware Software – $155,000 One-Time

These new servers will provide expanded computing capacity for DSU and also provide replacement 
servers for outdated units. This also includes VMware licensing. (20 servers)

  Data Storage Upgrades (Storage Area Network; SAN) – $105,000 One-Time

Upgrading the Information Assurance Academic Lab SAN on campus would allow for additional data 
storage and retention. This equipment upgrade will allow data images to be stored and retained for 
longer periods, allowing research to be applied to disk images that have been captured in the past.  
DSU would also upgrade the Campus SAN to allow for additional data storage, including lecture 
recordings and videos for online and on-campus courses.
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Dakota State University

FY17 Informal Budget Hearings

Budget Priorities

Base Funding

Contractual Capital

Description Salaries Benefits Travel Services Supplies Assets Total FTE

Mental Health Counselor 50,000$      15,622$   1,000$         500$       67,122$      1.0

Risk Management and Title IX 45,000$      14,922$   15,000$       74,922$      1.0

Student Success - Academic Advisors 90,000$      29,844$   5,000$    2,000$         500$       127,344$    2.0

D.Sc. Cyber Security Faculty and Grad Assistants 242,000$    24,042$   266,042$    3.0

Total 427,000$    84,430$   5,000$    18,000$       1,000$    -$                535,430$    7.0

Total Base Funding Request 427,000$    84,430$   5,000$    18,000$       1,000$    -$                535,430$    7.0

One-Time Funding

Contractual Capital

Description Salaries Benefits Travel Services Supplies Assets Total FTE

IT Infrastructure:

Edge Router 205,000$         205,000$    

Core Router 150,000$         150,000$    

Network Switches 148,000$         148,000$    

Server Upgrades 155,000$         155,000$    

Data Storage Upgrades (SAN) 105,000$         105,000$    

Total -$           -$         -$        -$             -$        763,000$         763,000$    0.0

Total One-Time Funding Request -$           -$         -$        -$             -$        763,000$         763,000$    0.0
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Dakota State University

FY17 Informal Budget Hearings

Budget Priorities

Capital Funding

Contractual Capital

Description Salaries Benefits Travel Services Supplies Assets Total FTE

East Hall Renovation 6,000,000$       6,000,000$       

Physical Ed, Exercise Science Classroom/Labs 4,000,000$       4,000,000$       

Total -$         -$        -$        -$             -$              10,000,000$     10,000,000$     0.0

Total Capital Project Funding Request -$         -$        -$        -$             -$              10,000,000$     10,000,000$     0.0
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JUNE 2015 
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Technology Infrastructure 

Network and Security Infrastructure ($1,110,000) 
NSU seeks to upgrade systems that are vital components of our core network infrastructure, backup 
solutions, and network security.  Within the core network infrastructure, systems including the access 
layer, wireless infrastructure, storage area network and backup storage and the traffic shaper are in 
critical need of upgrades. Each system is critical to the stability and reliability of NSU’s technology 
infrastructure, providing network access, storage and appropriate bandwidth to all users on campus. In 
addition, the intrusion detection system and QRadar system are in need of upgrade and are essential to 
ensuring security of our systems and our data.   
 
100G Backbone Upgrade ($155,000) 
NSU seeks to upgrade our campus BIT router that currently supports a 10G connection to one that 
supports a 100G connection. As part of the proposal to upgrade the SDBOR backbone to 100G, NSU will 
need to upgrade their router in FY16 or FY17. 
 
Learning Spaces ($300,000) 
NSU seeks to promote engaged learning by renovating five classrooms through the integration of 
technologies and collaborative work spaces. These types of learning spaces promote active, engaged 
and collaborative learning in which students dynamically participate in their own learning and learning 
emphasizes higher order thinking skills such as application, analysis and evaluation.  
 
Cloud Content Management System and Implementation ($150,000) 
NSU seeks to move the existing content management system from university‐hosted to cloud‐hosted 
and to seek an implementation team to conduct the migration and transition of all content. The move to 
the cloud would reduce the overall server footprint in our data center and reduce the overall ongoing 
operational costs of maintaining the equipment and software. This migration would also reduce the 
surface attack area of our network by moving these services off our network and provides for 
redundancy and failover for content held within the management system. 
 
 

CATEGORY  ITEM  UNITS  UNIT COST  TOTAL COST 

Network Infrastructure  Access Layer  1  $450,000  $450,000 

Network Infrastructure  Wireless System  1  $300,000  $300,000 

Network Infrastructure  Storage Area Network  1  $200,000  $200,000 

Network Infrastructure  Backup Storage  1  $20,000  $20,000 

Network Infrastructure  Traffic Shaper  1  $50,000  $50,000 

Network Security  QRadar  1  $10,000  $10,000 

Network Security  Intrusion Detection 
System 

1  $80,000  $80,000 

100G Backbone Upgrade  100G Routers  1  $155,000  $155,000 

Learning Spaces  Classroom Renovation  5  $60,000  $300,000 

Cloud CMS  Cloud Hosting  1  $50,000  $50,000 

Cloud CMS  Implementation  1  $100,000  $100,000 

Total Request  $1,715,000 
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Student Success 

Coordinator of Veteran’s Services and Student Success – This position would be a dual purpose position 

that focuses on the success of students.  Military students would rely on the coordinator to assist them 

with applying for and receiving educational benefits.   In addition, the coordinator would be responsible 

for the management and facilitation of early alert reporting.   They would provide a consistent point of 

contact for students and faculty and provide support to students who have been flagged in Starfish.   

The coordinator would focus on NSU’s strategic plan to move forward with retention initiatives.   

Title IX Deputy Coordinator – Northern State University’s Associate Vice President for Student Affairs 

also serves as the campus Title IX Coordinator.  Title IX investigations must be completed promptly and 

thoroughly.  All complaints of sexual misconduct must be investigated.  The investigation process 

includes identifying and interviewing witnesses, gathering and securing relevant documentation, and 

identifying other information that would be helpful in making a decision.   The Title IX Deputy 

Coordinator would be responsible for student, faculty and staff investigations, coordinating all 

investigations to ensure compliance, coordinating the student judicial and conduct process for sanctions 

to ensure compliance, coordinating efforts with student residence life, coordinating investigations with 

local law enforcement, and monitoring all complaints posted to the Maxient Student/Staff reporting 

system.  Title IX compliance is an extremely complex, time‐consuming and important issue on 

campus.  Having a person on staff with the education and skills necessary to address Title IX issues and 

insure compliance throughout campus is a high priority need. 

Capital Projects 

Science and Math Classroom Building 

The MeWaldt‐Jensen building which houses the math and science classes today was built in 1964.  The 

building has been well‐cared for and the science labs were renovated in 2011.  However, we have run 

out of lab space which thus limits the opportunities available to students.   For the most part, upper‐

level classes are being taught in the same space that faculty and students use for research purposes, 

which limits the number of students engaged in research and related learning opportunities at any given 

time.  Storage and lab prep space are also inadequate.  For example, our collection of mammals is 

currently being housed at SDSU because we have no space to keep the specimens here.  Our existing 

prep rooms are overcrowded and somewhat difficult to maintain due to the number of courses we 

offer.  NSU’s Math Lab program helps train our Math Educators, but also has increased our success rate 

of general math understanding in students from ~50% to ~70%.  As such, the numbers of College 

Algebra sections has increased from two to seven; therefore math also struggles with space issues.  

Limited space prevents additional growth in the Math Lab program as well as the Math and Math 

Education degrees.  The success of the Math and Science Department has resulted in overutilization of 

current teaching facilities and insufficient space for research activities and equipment. 

 

A state of the art science and math education facility will enhance recruitment, retention and the 

educational experience of students enrolled in chemistry, biology and environmental science programs.  

As part of NSU’s long‐term growth strategy, a focus on Biology and Environmental Science will 1) enable 

faculty to enhance their own research interests; 2) be engaging and beneficial for current NSU 
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undergraduate students as well as enticing for students considering NSU; and 3) serve the community 

via education and outreach by addressing problems of local, regional, and potentially global importance.   

New courses and programs will be developed and existing courses will be modified or discontinued to 

address the needs of faculty and students.  A series of interdisciplinary programs will be created to 

enhance NSU’s local and global visibility, increase enrollment, improve student retention, and honor 

Northern’ s commitment to Teaching, Research, and Service.  Our goal is to provide students an 

education in a modern learning environment with adequate lab and classroom space that has been 

designed and built to meet the needs of today’s faculty and students. 

 

 Recent numbers and course offering adjustments in Biology.   
Descriptor  Academic year 2008-2009 Academic year 2014-2015 
Number of (just) Biology majors 78 162 (~60% increase) 
Number of labs utilized 8 (out of 8) 11 (out of 11) per semester 
Number of General Biology lecture 
sections 

1 section (with 80 students) 2 sections per semester 

Number of General Biology lab 
sections 

3 sections  4-6 sections per semester 

Number of IDL (Freshman Seminar) 
sections 

1 section (with 24 students) 3 sections (each with 24 
students) 

Number of Senior Seminar sections 1 section (with 20 students) 2 sections (each with 20 
students), potentially 3 sections 
per year 

Number of sections for following 
upper level courses: Microbiology, 
Genetics, Vertebrate Zoology, 
Invertebrate Zoology, Ecology, 
Plant Structure and Function  

1 section (with 24 students) 2 sections (each with 24 
students) 

 

 

New course offerings in the last five years. 
Academic year 2008-2009 Academic year 2014-2015 
Online Course Offerings (1): 
Medical Terminology 

Online Course Offerings (14): Medical Terminology, Women in 
Science, Ocean Systems, Bioethics, Chemistry 106 and 108, 
Microbiology, Anatomy, Physiology, Soils in Society, Evolution, 
Mammalogy, Ornithology, and Herpetology 

Environmental Course Offerings (4): 
Environmental Science and 
Conservation, Plant Systematic, 
Plant Structure and Function, and 
Evolution 

Environmental Course Offerings (14):Environmental Science 
and Conservation, Plant Systematic, Plant Structure and 
Function Introduction to GIS,GIS II, Biogeography, Ocean 
Systems, Aquatic Ecology, Entomology, Marine Biology, Soils in 
Society, Evolution, Mammalogy, Ornithology, and Herpetology 

No Biotech Courses 4 Biotech Courses: Proteomics, Cell Culture, Intro to Biotech, 
and Bioinformatics 

No Statistics Course 1 Science Stats Course: Biostatistics  
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Residence Hall  

NSU is exploring the possibility of replacing Jerde Hall by use of a unique funding model.  Jerde Hall is an 

outdated facility with limited student interest in the housing platform/design upon which it was 

constructed.  The use of this building, the largest residence hall on our campus, often deflates 

enrollment efforts and is certainly a detriment to and for retention as well.  The new facility would 

include at least 392 beds, exceeding the current capacity of Jerde Hall by forty beds or more.  The 

project cost is estimated to be approximately $35 million and funding would be provided through a 

source other than revenue bonds (i.e., non‐recourse funding to NSU allowing debt payments to be 

limited to what the building rents will support and, thus, NSU and BOR would not, at any point in time, 

be liable on the debt service or debt payments). 

Desired date for groundbreaking:  During AY 2017‐18 

 

Two floor plan concepts: 
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Northern State University

FY17 Informal Budget Hearings

Budget Priorities

Base Funding

Contractual Capital

Description Salaries Benefits Travel Services Supplies Assets Total FTE

Veteran's Services & Student Success Coordinator 40,000$    15,000$   2,000$    2,000$         1,000$    -$                 60,000$         1.0

Title IX Coordinator 50,000$    16,000$   3,000$    3,000$         1,000$    -$                 73,000$         1.0

Total 90,000$    31,000$   5,000$    5,000$         2,000$    -$                 133,000$       2.0

Total Base Funding Request 90,000$    31,000$   5,000$    5,000$         2,000$    -$                 133,000$       2.0

One-Tme Funding

Contractual Capital

Description Salaries Benefits Travel Services Supplies Assets Total FTE

Tecnology Infrastructure:

   Network and Security Infrastructure 1,110,000$       1,110,000$    

   100G Backbone Upgrade 155,000$          155,000$       

   Learning Spaces 300,000$          300,000$       

   Cloud Content Management System 150,000$          150,000$       

Total -$          -$         -$        -$             -$        1,715,000$       1,715,000$    0.0

Total One-Time Funding Request -$          -$         -$        -$             -$        1,715,000$       1,715,000$    0.0
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Capital Funding

Contractual Capital

Description Salaries Benefits Travel Services Supplies Assets Total FTE

Science and Math Building 30,000,000$     30,000,000$     

Residence Hall 35,000,000$     35,000,000$     

Total -$         -$        -$        -$             -$              65,000,000$     65,000,000$     0.0

Total Capital Project Funding Request -$         -$        -$        -$             -$              65,000,000$     65,000,000$     0.00

Northern State University

FY17 Informal Budget Hearings

Budget Priorities
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South Dakota Mathematics for Engineering Institute (SDMFEI) 

Joint Proposal by SD Mines and SDSU Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering  

 
PROPOSAL 
 

 $826,707 total funding ($416,018 for SDSU; $410,689 for SD Mines) 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

The South Dakota School of Mines and Technology (SD Mines) and SDSU College of Engineering see a 

compelling need to raise student achievement in and preparation for college mathematics.  Young South 

Dakotans aspiring to STEM careers enter Regental institutions with unacceptably low levels of 

preparation and struggle or fail at rates that are unacceptably high.   

 

This jointly run, cooperatively resourced SDMFEI initiative will raise expectations for and the 

preparation of college-bound high school students, improve processes for providing enrolled students 

with targeted interventions, revisit and improve pedagogical practices in key foundational college courses, 

and study the impact of revisions in order to continue improving.  The benefits to the state include 

meeting exploding demand for professionals well prepared in math, bridging the resource gaps amongst 

school districts in offering advanced math, and reducing the human cost of underachievement and failure. 

 

Raising expectations involves ensuring access to rigorous dual-enrollment math classes, reducing the 

D/W/F (i.e., “mid-term deficiency, withdrawal, and failure) rates in math and time to degree completion, 

and increasing the number of STEM graduates in South Dakota.  The strategies employed to achieve 

Institute aims include the following: 
 

Teacher Training and Outreach: The Institute will work with school districts, the state 

Department of Education and the South Dakota Council of Teachers of Mathematics to offer low cost or 

no cost expert professional development in calculus, computer science, and statistics.   
 

Senior Semester Accelerated Math: An Advanced Mathematics class for high school seniors will 

include computer algebra systems and online learning software to support student learning and track 

student success.  Online, hybrid, and face-to-face versions of the course will ensure access. 
 

Online pre-Semester Preparation: All entering students can prepare for the specific math classes 

they will be taking at SD Mines or SDSU.   
 

Mentored Online Pre-Semester Preparation: All entering students can access a mentored summer 

distance-coaching and assistance program for math preparation and skill reinforcement. 
 

Math Week: Students can arrive at SD Mines or SDSU one week early to participate in an intensive 

five-day review of algebra, trigonometry, or calculus.   
 

 

Improved Placement Processes: Students entering SD Mines and SDSU will be able to do their 

testing online for placement into algebra, trigonometry, Calculus I, or Calculus II.   
 

Deployment of Math Labs: These labs (required and optional) will support and supplement 

instruction in large foundational classes cost effectively and offer alternative student-centered pedagogies.   
 

Professional Development: Instructors will be trained in best practices in mathematics instruction 

and emerging pedagogical innovations proven by research to be effective.  
 

Focused Study of Impacts and Further Improvement: The intellectual capital and resources 

resident in the PhD program in Computational Science and Statistics at SDSU and the MS in 

Computational Sciences and Robotics program at SD Mines will be fully leveraged to analyze impact and 

inform continued innovation and improvement. 
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South Dakota Mathematics for Engineering Institute 

Joint Proposal by SD Mines and  

SDSU Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering  

Summary 

The South Dakota School of Mines and Technology (SD Mines) and SDSU College of 

Engineering see a compelling need to improve achievement in mathematics for South Dakota 

students aspiring to a STEM degree.  Current levels of math competency among incoming 

college students are unacceptably low, and the number of students who struggle or fail in math 

once they enroll is unacceptably high. 

 

The School of Mines and SDSU College of Engineering propose a joint initiative to meet 

increasing demand for professionals with strong math skills.   The broad goals will be to raise 

expectations for and the preparation of college-bound South Dakota high school students, 

improve processes for providing enrolled students target interventions, revisit and improve 

pedagogical practices in key foundational college courses, and study the impact of revisions in 

order to continue improving. 

 

The proposed jointly run institute will leverage the best practices of and expand upon SDSU’s 

Institute for STEM Education Enhancement ISEE http://www.sdstate.edu/isee/ .  The resulting 

South Dakota Math for Engineering Institute (SDMFEI) will make optimum use of the human 

resources and intellectual capital of both campuses—with the joint goal of working to ensure 

South Dakota’s students achieve the level of math competence required by STEM professions.     
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South Dakota Mathematics for Engineering Institute 
 

The Context  
 

The School of Mines and SDSU College of Engineering see a compelling need to improve student achievement in 

math at our universities and throughout the state.  Raising student achievement in math for students aspiring to a 

STEM degree is urgent.  Current levels of math competency among incoming college students are unacceptably 

low, and the number of students who struggle or fail in math once they enroll is unacceptably high.   

 

The global marketplace has consequences for South Dakota.   A manufacturing company in Watertown competes 

with companies in North Dakota, China, and Russia.  Most manufactured products feature automation; our cars, 

door locks, tractors, medical devices, kitchen appliances, and communication systems all require increasingly 

sophisticated levels of programming, and programming means math.  Design and computational tools now used in 

all engineering and science professions require high levels of competence in advanced math.  Global and regional 

demand for professionals well prepared in math is poised to explode.  This joint initiative by the School of Mines 

and SDSU College of Engineering will help South Dakota respond to market trends by ensuring South Dakota’s 

students achieve the level of math competence required.     

 

Consider the existing situation as described in the following statistics: 

 

SD Mines statistics: 
 

 Across all majors, students enter Mines with an average 28 ACT in math (88
th
 percentile) and 3.5 

GPA, but 50% of them cannot test into Calculus I (based on COMPASS scores).   
 

 The freshman-to-sophomore retention rate (IPEDs cohort) for students who start in Algebra is 

significantly lower than those who start in Calculus I (63% vs 88%).  Those who start in 

Trigonometry have a 76% retention rate.  (NOTE: an analysis of 10 years of data shows no 

improvement in these statistics.) 
 

 Graduation rates for those who enter un-prepared in math (i.e., students testing into an initial math 

class below Calculus I) are very poor (26% vs. 73%)  
 

 Each year for the last decade, an average of 36 students took a calculus (or higher math) for a fourth 

time.   This means that students pay for 432 unnecessary credits every year and suffer a delay in 

graduation of 1.5 years. 

 

SDSU statistics: 

 

 Across all majors for First Time Full Time Bachelors Cohort in the College of Engineering at South 

Dakota State University with an average 26 ACT in MATH and 3.43 High School GPA, 53% of them 

cannot test into Calculus I (based on COMPASS scores) 
 

 The freshman-to-sophomore retention rate (IPEDS cohort) for students in the College of Engineering 

who start in Algebra is significantly lower than those who start in Calculus I (71% vs 87%).  
 

 Graduation rates for students in the College of Engineering who enter un-prepared in math (i.e., 

students testing into an initial math class below Calculus I) are lower (53% vs 74%) than those who 

were placed in calculus (based on COMPASS score).  

 

Statewide: 
 

 Low income students, first-generation college students, minorities, and students from small 

communities that do not offer advanced math in high school generally exhibit even lower levels of 

math preparation and are, therefore, distinctly impeded in earning a STEM degree. 
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 Military veterans utilizing the GI Bill to fund their education are commonly not ready for Calculus I 

or need to refresh skills.  Better precalculus classes and Math Lab support would help veterans earn a 

STEM degree, which would be an optimal outcome for both the individual and society.  
 

 Over half of the job growth in fast growing STEM professions will require skills in the 

computational sciences 

 

The Goals  
 

 The South Dakota Math for Engineering Institute (SDMEI) is designed to 

 

1. Raise expectations for college-bound South Dakota high school students aspiring to a STEM 

degree before and after enrollment. 
 

2. Improve processes for identifying specific students (both pre- and post-enrollment) who need 

highly targeted interventions and deliver effective services at low cost. 
 

3. Revisit all aspects of the curricula in foundational math courses and adopt key practices that 

have been proven effective through national studies and reform projects. 
 

4. Assist high school teachers, parents, and college-bound students in understanding and 

preparing for the rigor and content of math curricula a successful STEM graduate must 

master.  
 

5. Jointly study the impact of revised systems and processes in order to keep improving. 

 

The Need to Raise Expectations  
 

Too many South Dakota students complete high school hoping to pursue a STEM major in college but are 

underprepared for calculus and lack exposure to computer algebra systems and numerical computing 

technologies.   In general, across the state, high school teachers, parents, and students need to be better 

informed about the nature and rigor of the math curricula successful STEM graduates must master.  

Outreach to and support for teachers and families are needed. 

 

SD Mines, for instance, is seeing a growing split in our student population between those taking Calculus II 

as their first class in college and those testing into precursor classes to Calculus I.  This split is the math-

preparation side of national trends in wealth and access inequality.  In addition, the demographics of students 

starting below Calculus I at both institutions are far more diverse than those starting in Calculus I.  This 

means that improving preparation and support in mathematics will positively impact other initiatives to 

improve diversity in STEM education.   

 

Raising expectations involves increasing access to rigorous dual-enrollment math classes, reducing the 

D/W/F (i.e., “mid-term deficiency, withdrawal, and failure) rates in math and time-to-completion, and 

increasing the number of STEM graduates in South Dakota.  Below are brief descriptions of the 

programmatic elements designed to achieve the following outcomes:    

 

 Increase the number of dual-enrolled high school students taking advanced math (i.e., above 

college algebra) from Regental institutions.   
 

 Increase the percentage of SD students starting in Calculus I or higher at SD Mines, SDSU 

College of Engineering, or in any Regental institution. 
 

 Decrease the percentage of students earning a D, F or withdrawing from math courses at SDSU, 

SD Mines, or at any Regental institution. 
 

 Increase the number of SD students pursuing STEM majors at SDSU and SD Mines  
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 Increase the six-year graduation rates at SDSU College of Engineering and SD Mines 
 

 Increase engagement of college faculty with students who start below Calculus I and rejuvenate 

curriculum development in courses at the pre-calculus level.  
 

 Increase faculty training regarding innovative teaching techniques to engage students in STEM 

majors. 
 

 Promote educational research to benefit math curricula and math curriculum design for STEM 

majors.   
 

 Develop stronger partnerships with high school teachers regarding the preparation pipeline for 

students aspiring to a STEM major.  
 

 Improve communication processes with students in particular and the public in general in order to 

convey the preparation levels in math required for success in STEM programs.  

 

 

The Strategies  
 

Teacher training and Outreach 
 

The South Dakota Math for Engineering Institute (SDMEI) will work closely with school districts, the 

state Department of Education and the South Dakota Council of Teachers of Mathematics to offer low 

cost or no cost expert professional development opportunities for secondary school math educators in 

calculus, computer science, and statistics.  SDSU has an establish role in this area and the SDMEI will 

look to build on this reputation and extend the reach of the programs offered.  

 

Senior Semester Accelerated Math 
 

Many of the smaller high schools in South Dakota are challenged with staffing or developing an 

Advanced Mathematics class that students can take their senior year.  Building on the curriculum 

developed for the online pre-semester preparation and testing modules in development at SD Mines 

(described immediately below), the Institute will create an online accelerated math course for high school 

seniors.  The class will be ready by spring 2017 and will include the use of computer algebra systems and 

online learning software to support student learning and track student success.  A hybrid version (i.e., 

mixed mode of online and face-to-face) of the course will be developed to allow for on-campus 

components at the SD Mines and SDSU campuses and University Centers.  The development of this 

course (and perhaps the instruction) will be connected to the professional development classes for 

teachers that are offered by the Institute.   As described below, SD Mines is already developing online 

content modules and will take the lead for this strategy. 

 

Online pre-Semester Preparation 
 

All entering students will be provided online resources for practicing their skills and preparing for the 

specific math classes they will be taking at SD Mines or SDSU.   

 

SDSU already uses online materials provided by “MyMathTest,” a Pearson Publishing product. SD Mines 

is working to develop additional materials for use this summer (i.e., by July 1, 2015) through private-

sector donations to further enrich the materials that are available.  By fall 2015, ample online materials 

will be available to help students preparing for or taking Math 102 (College Algebra), Math 115 

(Precalculus), Math 120 (Trigonometry), Math 123 (Calculus I), and Math 125 (Calculus II). The two 

universities will continue to share materials and results in order to improve the materials and support 

products available.   
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Mentored Online Pre-Semester Preparation 
 

Starting in summer of 2016, the Institute will offer all incoming students who test into Algebra or 

Trigonometry a low-cost summer distance-coaching and assistance program.  Participants will have the 

option of retaking the placement test before the start of school year for possible upgrading into a higher 

math class.   This strategy will be pursued jointly by both schools with the goal of creating a course and 

training a mentor corps in common. 

 

Math Week 
 

By August 2016, students for whom summer-long online mentored study is not the best intervention will 

be able to arrive at SD Mines or SDSU one week early to participate in an intensive five-day review of 

algebra, trigonometry, or calculus.  A nominal charge for the experience (e.g., $150 to $200) will be 

included to raise participant commitment and to lower costs.  This strategy is aligned with the mentored 

online preparation (described directly above) and will be pursued jointly by both schools to optimize the 

development of the curriculum and the training of instructors. 
 

 

The Need to Improve Processes 
 

Placement 
 

Starting fall 2016, students entering SD Mines and SDSU will be able to do their testing online for 

placement into algebra, trigonometry, Calculus I, or Calculus II.  In the interim, at SD Mines a repeat of 

the placement test will be given in the first days of these math courses in order to identify students who 

need Math Lab support (described below).   

 

A related non-curricular process being improved at SD Mines targets students who are competent in math 

(and often highly so) but who lack the affective skills or maturity needed to succeed.  Academic Affairs 

and Student Development staff tightly coordinate and leverage the Starfish system to find and intervene 

with students for whom attitude, study skills, and time management issues (and not academic ability) are 

impediments to success.   With the development and offering of the Math Lab (described below), SD 

Mines will pilot various techniques for integrating affective-skill interventions into supplemental math 

instruction. 

 

The need to Revisit Curricula in Foundational Courses 
 

Math Lab 
 

As enrollment at SD Mines has grown over the past 6 years, class sizes in foundational math classes have 

increased to the point that students needing additional attention cannot be served effectively.  No single 

calculus or trigonometry instructor can effectively serve 100+ students of varying needs in a single class.  

However, only a sub-set of students in a large-section class may need supplemental instruction or 

alternative pedagogies to thrive.   

 

Math labs are a cost-effective means of supporting and supplementing instruction in large foundational 

classes.  Simply hiring more faculty members (even if budgets made this an option) will not address the 

need to respond effectively to the full array of student needs, including support for affective skills, such as 

time management and study skills.   Targeting assistance to those who need it at the inception of their 

college careers spares everyone the cycle of failure that taxes institutional resources, delays graduation, 

and drives many students to drop out. 

 

SDSU has made use of a calculus lab, Math 123L, for several semesters to assist students that are 

identified to be in need of additional support.  The success of their project has engendered the movement 
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to develop additional math labs to support students in other courses.  Under this institute, the two 

universities will work together to create math labs to support an array of foundational math courses.   

 

Math lab will be developed with the best research available and will be carefully evaluated to ensure 

successful strategies are employed.  An example of a well-known strategy is the math emporium model 

implemented by Virginia Tech (http://www.emporium.vt.edu), which is currently being used at the 

remedial math level by SDSU.  A benefit of the joint institute will be the blending and leveraging of best 

practices emerging from innovations on both campuses.  Instructor-track faculty members can pilot and 

study student-centered, technology-enabled interactive teaching approaches to refine an optimum 

curriculum.   

 

At SD Mines, select students will be required to enroll in a math lab as a 1-credit course—as appropriate 

based on diagnosed need.  All students will have the Math Lab as an optional resource.   

 

The Need for Professional Development  
 

Incorporating best practices in mathematics instruction and pedagogical innovations into the classroom 

will be an essential aspect of Institute work.  The universities will be able to pool development resources 

by offering joint seminars via the ACCESS Grid, which is an advanced telecommunications infrastructure 

connecting the campuses. The institute will work to support grant proposal writing to external agencies in 

order to build support for STEM research and also fuel innovative approaches.  The institute will also 

manage a small mini-grant program to help identify promising projects and support their development so 

they can be nationally competitive.  

 

The Need to Study the Impact 
 

Assessment and Data Analysis 

 

Researching the effectiveness of Institute initiatives is, of course, necessary to generate faculty and staff 

buy-in and improve processes.  A culture of innovative teaching requires modern tools to assess the 

results.  The entire system needs to be studied from placement to graduation, and new tools are needed to 

conduct this type of analysis.   

 

SDSU has a PhD program in Computational Science and Statistics while SD Mines has a MS in 

Computational Sciences and Robotics.  These programs provide ample expertise to develop the necessary 

tools to analyze student success.  The default database for student records, Datatel, is particularly difficult 

to use as a research tool.  Data interfaces with Datatel systems could be created.   Data analysis tools, 

such as Orange (an open software tool), could be effectively used at low or no cost.  The partnership 

between SD Mines and SDSU allows for sharing of expertise in education and math education in 

particular.   

 

The Need for Resources 

 

The mission of the South Dakota Mathematics for Engineering Institute will be to increase the number 

of students in the state graduating with degrees in mathematics and engineering by improving the 

mathematics preparation of students who intend to pursue or are pursuing these majors.   

 

Brief and detailed budgets follow to summarize the resource needs for both institutions. 
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Budget Summary and brief Narrative 

$47,280   Summer program for incoming freshmen ($40,044 faculty, $7,236 GA’s ) 

$143,014   Dual enrollment Math Mentors ($97,618 faculty, $45,396 GA’s ) 

$179,577   Math Lab Math Mentors ($102,077 faculty, $68,500 GA’s, $9,000 ULA’s) 

 
  Administration, outreach, marketing, & public education 

$57,207 
  

 SDSU Institute Co-Director, academic year, 0.5 FTE + 1 month 

summer 

$81,020    SDSMT Institute Co-Director, academic year, 0.75 FTE + 1 month  

$95,250    Marketing, Public Outreach, and Education 

$34,072    Operations, Materials, and personnel 

$45,000   Faculty Development 

$70,287   Assessment and analytics 

$24,000   Joint Seminar on ACCESS Grid + Guest Speakers 

$50,000    K12 Workshops (summer) 

$826,707   Total recurring 

 

 

Below are brief descriptions of program elements referenced in the budget. 

 

Summer program for incoming freshmen will provide online instruction in pre-engineering 

mathematics supported by Distance Math Mentors throughout the summer, followed by an on-

campus Intensive Mathematics Week immediately prior to the beginning of the academic year 

supported by the same Math Mentors that have worked with students throughout the summer. 

 

Dual enrollment Math Mentors will provide enhanced support for K12 students dual enrolled in 

mathematics courses that support mathematics and engineering programs.  In addition to 

improving mathematical preparation, these courses will begin acclimation of students to 

university level mathematics course performance expectations and workloads while still allowing 

these students to work in a well-supported environment that will ease their transition from high 

school courses. 

 

Math Lab Math Mentors will provide enhanced support for university students enrolled in 

mathematics courses that support mathematics and engineering programs.  It is expected that 

these programs will improve mathematics and engineering major retention and graduation rates. 

 

Administration, outreach, marketing, & public education 
 

 SDSU Institute Co-Director will provide leadership to the SDSU component of the 

Institute, lead collaboration with SDSMT, and engage in research related to the institute’s 

mission. 
 

 Outreach, Marketing, and Public Education FTE will lead efforts in these areas.  

Emphases will include raising awareness among K12 students, parents, and teachers of 

the level of mathematical preparation needed to succeed in mathematics and engineering 

degree programs, and raising awareness among these audiences and the general public of 

the professional and societal value of mathematics and engineering degrees. 
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 Assessment and Analytics will ensure that Institute programs, procedures, and decisions 

are data driven, and will provide analytics support for research related to the Institute’s 

efforts. This component will also endeavor to hold the institute accountable and work to 

align activities to best practices that have been proven nationally.  
 

 Marketing and operating expenses will cover the cost of developing and delivering 

marketing and public education efforts. 
 

 K12 Workshops will provide K12 teacher professional development in areas specific to 

the Institute’s mission. 
 

 Faculty Development will work to foster the STEM research activities on both campuses 

to include a joint seminar, workshops, and a mini-grant program to develop research 

proposals for nationally competitive programs. 
 

 A Joint Seminar using the ACCESS Grid will connect faculty from both campuses and 

also provide an opportunity for the premiere researchers in the area of STEM education 

to present the latest innovations and assist with the development and analysis of the 

curriculum and tools being used in the mathematics courses.   
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Budget for South Dakota Math & Engineering Institute 

 

Throughout, GA.PhD = PhD Graduate Assistant 

GA.MS = MS Graduate Assistant 

ULA = Undergraduate Learning Assistant. 

    Category Line Item SDSU SDSMT 

Summer program for incoming 

freshmen       

  Distance Math Mentor, Lecturer $14,790 $14,749 

  Distance Math Mentor, GA.MS $5,175   

  Intensive Math Week, Lecturer $2,958 $7,547 

  Intensive Math Week, GA.MS $1,035 $1,035 

        

Distance Math Mentors, dual 

credit, academic year       

  Distance Math Mentor, Lecturer $34,081 $33,998 

  Distance Math Mentor, GA.MS $23,900   

Distance Math Mentors, dual 

credit, summer       

  Distance Math Mentor, Lecturer $14,790 $14,749 

  Distance Math Mentor, GA.PhD $5,971   

  Distance Math Mentor, GA.MS $5,175 $10,350 

Math Mentors, support for math 

labs, academic year       

  Math Mentor, Lecturer $34,081 $67,996 

  Math Mentors, GA.MS $23,900 $44,600 

  Math Mentors, ULA $9,000   

Administration, outreach, 

marketing, & public education       

  Co-Director, academic year $47,625 $71,438 

  Co-Director, summer $9,582 $9,582 

  

Outreach, Marketing, and Public 

Education $95,250   

  O, M, and PE, summer $9,582 $14,490 

  Assessment and Analysis tools $19,123 $51,155 

  Marketing and operating expenses $10,000   

  K12 Workshops (summer) $50,000   

  Faculty Development   $45,000 

  
Joint Seminar on ACCESS Grid + 

guest speakers   $24,000 

        

Total:  $826,707   $416,018 $410,689 
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South Dakota School of Mines & Technology 
 

STEM Facility Matching Fund 
 
 
PROPOSAL   
 
Create a STEM facility matching fund to incentivize private sector giving with $1 in state funds for 
every $2 privately donated for STEM construction.   
 
To participate in this program, each Board of Regents institution would submit a building with 
clearly articulated plan for how the capital project would support growth in particular STEM 
field(s), the budget necessary for completion of the project, and a timeline.  Upon approval from the 
Board of Regents, an institution would start the fundraising effort necessary for the completion of 
the project and publicize the match from the State of South Dakota.  Upon completion of the project, 
the institution could submit a plan for another project under the same criteria. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The United States will need 100,000 new teachers in STEM related fields by 2020 and one million 
new STEM workers.  The need for STEM educated graduates in South Dakota is even higher than 
the nation as a whole because the rate of job growth has dramatically outpaced the national 
average.  In South Dakota, the professional, scientific and technical services sector has grown by 
nearly 1,200 workers during the economic recovery – a 10% growth rate.  Growth is expected to 
continue and these workers are the heart of the knowledge economy.1 
 
Universities play a substantial role in meeting this need.  However, they face three distinct 
challenges.  First, we need to recruit more students into STEM related fields.  This is not a higher 
education specific challenge.  It is also dependent on secondary education and the community as a 
whole.  Second, higher education needs to do a better job of retaining students that enter post-
secondary institutions.  The third challenge faced by higher education institutions is having 
necessary facilities to recruit, retain, and train STEM professionals. 
 
While facilities are important, challenges exist for colleges and universities to alone raise the funds 
necessary for significant capital expansion.  Fundraising for facilities is difficult.  Many donors feel 
that capital expansion at state-supported institutions should be at least a partial obligation of the 
state.  Corporations should be natural partners, but they are reluctant to carry this load without the 
leverage of state support. 
 
Research from Karlan and List (2007) supports the idea of using challenge grants.2    

 The announcement of a matching gift campaign increased the likelihood of a donor 
participating by 22%. 

 The amount of the match did not matter.  The research focused on matches of $3:1, $2:1, 
and $1:1.  Response rates were the same.   

 

                                                           
1
 Paul Harrington, Drexel University Center for Labor Markets and Policy study commissioned for the South Dakota 

Workforce Development Council, February 2014.  
2
 Dean Karlan, John List, “Does Price Matter in Charitable Giving?  Evidence from a Large-Scale Natural Field 

Experiment,” American Economics Review, 2007 
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South Dakota School of Mines & Technology 

STEM Equipment 

 

PROPOSAL   

Use one time funds to purchase equipment for University laboratories. 

BACKGROUND 

South Dakota School of Mines and Technology is continuously seeking to update state-of-the-art instruments 

and equipment to prepare leaders in engineering and science and to advance knowledge and its application.     

During the past several years, faculty secured multi-million dollar pieces of equipment and scientific 

instruments through successful grants and contracts awarded by the national agencies, industry and the SD 

Board of Regents.  This equipment and instruments are used to educate students and expand research.  The 

equipment is also available to companies on a fee-for-service basis. 

This list includes Mines top priorities for capital equipment purchases.   
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South Dakota School of Mines & Technology 

 

Veterans Resource Center 

 Director position, FY17 

 

PROPOSAL 

 

 1 FTE Director with benefits $55,000 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

According to the U.S. Dept. of Veterans Affairs (VA), separation from the military can be as 

disorienting and as detrimental to a sense of identity and self-worth, income, and friendships as 

the loss of one’s job. 

   

Transitioning to college can be particularly challenging to veterans since many (i.e., 61.8%) are 

1
st
 generation college students, haven’t been in a classroom for many years, need to re-learn 

study skills, or require math and writing review.  “The average student veteran is 33 years old 

and hasn’t studied for an academic test or written a paper in many years” according to a 2013 the 

American Council on Education analysis. 

 

Since 2009, the Veterans Resource Center (VRC) has provided SD Mines veterans with a quiet 

place to study and connect with other military students.  The VRC also assists transitioning 

students who experience feelings of isolation and of not fitting in.   

 

The VRC offers veteran-to-veteran tutoring; counseling and referral services regarding VA 

benefits, G.I. Bills, community veterans organizations, housing, and childcare; college success 

and financial literacy workshops; new-student orientation; assistance with resume and cover 

letter writing; and help with scholarship searches and applications.  

 

A highly effective and resourceful director has driven the growing success of the VRC.  

However, funding for this position is unstable and has been met through federal grants, one-time 

funding from the South Dakota Veterans Affairs through a Board of Regents initiative, and most 

recently through temporary internal redirections of funds.  To ensure continued provision of 

critical services to veterans, $55,000 for salary and benefits are needed.  

 

To date, VRC services have proven effective.  Since 2009, graduation rates among veterans have 

increased by 185%, and the employment placement rate for veterans has reached 100% for the 

past three years.  SD Mines is one of only three colleges nationwide ranked in the top 10 colleges 

for five consecutive years in Military Times magazine’s “Best for Vets” survey.  Mines has 

additionally been designated a “Military Friendly” college for six consecutive years by G.I. Jobs 

magazine. 

 

VRC usage has grown every semester since it was established.  Of the 158 military/veteran 

students attending SD Mines in fall 2014, eighty-one regularly used the VRC and its services.  

This reflects a 28.6% increase in utilization from one year earlier.   
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South Dakota School of Mines & Technology 

 

Women in Science and Engineering (WiSE) Program 

 Mentoring Stipends and Part Time Position, FY17 

 

PROPOSAL 

 

 .5 FTE Coordinator with benefits $33,500 

 31 stipends at $500 per semester ($1,000 a year) $31,000 

 Total expenses $64,500 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

To meet the growing need for engineers and scientists, universities and communities must 

increase the number of women entering science and engineering professions where they are still 

significantly underrepresented.     

 

Applications and acceptances for women increased at SD Mines a dramatic 20 percent in 2014, 

but the percentage of women who matriculated fell.  The trend is worsening; women comprised 

just 17% of the 2014-2015 freshmen class.  This trend persists despite the fact that women 

graduates in science and engineering are in high demand.  Non-competitive scholarships are a 

significant contributing cause.  Efforts at Mines include addressing the scholarship issue and on 

retaining the women who do enroll. 

 

The SD Mines Women in Science and Engineering program (WiSE) demonstrated significant 

success recruiting and retaining women in the Mechanical Engineering Department in the 2012-

2013 and 2013-2014 academic years.  In 2014, SD Mines women had a higher retention rate 

(85%) than men (77%).  In the fall of 2014, we expanded the program campus-wide.   

 

The key component of the WiSE program is peer mentoring for all first-year women students. 

This program pairs upper-class students with first-year women students in identical or similar 

disciplines. WiSE mentors are paid a $500 stipend per semester to mentor a cohort of 3-6 

mentees.  Each mentor has a point of contact (POC) who is either a faculty or staff member 

within the academic major. Mentors are required to "debrief" with their program's POC, as well 

as attend mentor/mentee-specific activities both within their program and through campus-wide 

WiSE events.  

 

The Director of WiSE position is funded by the state.  Currently there is a half-time WiSE 

Coordinator position which does not have sustainable funding.  The salary for this position is 

$20,000 plus benefits, or $33,500.  Also not on sustainable funding are the 31 mentor stipends at 

$500 per semester totaling $31,000 per year.  
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FY17 Informal Budget Requests Narrative 

South Dakota State University 
 

South Dakota Board of Regents 
June 11-13, 2015 

 
The FY17 informal budget requests from South Dakota State University advance the South Dakota Board 

of Regents’ 2014-2020 Strategic Plan (October 2014) for public higher education and also are aligned 

with 2020 VISION: The South Dakota Science and Innovation Strategy (April 2013). 

 

The Board of Regents’ strategic goals are: 

 

 Goal 1 (Student Success) — Reflecting rates of growth in total graduates over the last five years, 

grow degree production to 7,450 per year by 2020; 

 Goal 2 (Academic Quality and Performance) — Document that academic programs are of the 

highest quality; 

 Goal 3 (Research and Economic Development) — Increase annual system research and contract 

expenditures to $150M by 2020 to advance knowledge, enhance technology transfer, 

commercialization, and catalyze economic development; and 

 Goal 4 (Affordability and Accountability) — Reduce South Dakota tuition and fees ranking to the 

regional average by 2020. 

 

The four goals of IMPACT 2018, the five-year South Dakota State University strategic plan, align with 

the Board of Regents’ goals: 

 Goal 1 — Promote academic excellence through quality programs, engaged learners and an 

innovative teaching and learning environment (aligns with Student Success and Academic 

Quality and Performance); 

 Goal 2 — Generate new knowledge, encourage innovation and promote artistic and creative 

works that contribute to the public good and result in social, cultural or economic development 

for South Dakota, the region, the nation and the world (aligns with Research and Economic 

Development); 

 Goal 3 — Extend the reach and depth of the university by developing strategic programs and 

collaborations (aligns Student Success and Research and Economic Development); and 

 Goal 4 — Secure human and fiscal resources to ensure high performance through enhanced 

financial, management and governance systems (aligns with Affordability and Accountability). 

The submission for the FY17 Informal Budget discussion includes four priorities: affordability, student 

success, research and technology transfer/commercialization and workforce development. 
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The proposed FY17 State General Funds requests for the University are, by area: 

 

Affordability/Access — $3,732,384 recurring funds 

 $   3,284,384 Affordability/tuition freeze 

 $      448,000 Access/Needs-Based Grant Program (total $4,136,000 through FY20) 
 

Student Success — $1,254,017 recurring funds 

 $      416,017 Mathematics for Engineering Institute (SDSU portion) 

 $      838,000 Enhancing Success at SDSU  
 

Research and Technology Transfer/Commercialization — $3,544,500 recurring, $6,158,254 one-time funds 

 $   1,994,000 11 faculty FTEs in BioScience, Engineering and CompSci Statistics/Data Science 

 $      741,500 Shared Core Research Support 

 $      509,000 Technology Transfer and Commercialization 

 $      300,000 Operating funds for Research Park at South Dakota State University 
 

 $   4,303,254 23 instruments to support research (one-time) 

 $      205,000  Animal Research Facility repairs (one-time) 

 $   1,500,000  high-performance research computing (one-time) 

 $      150,000 100 GB Science DMX edge device (one-time) 
 

Workforce Development — $742,500 recurring, $1,000,000 one-time funds 

 $      502,500 Annual lease payments for College of Nursing facilities in Rapid City and Sioux Falls 

 $      240,000 College of Pharmacy preceptor payments 
 

 $   1,000,000 College of Nursing facilities renovations (one-time) 

 

Additionally, the University request includes $5,175,000 in General Funds for bond payments over 25 

years to construct two key facilities — $3,300,000 for modernization and expansion of South Dakota’s 

animal public health laboratory, the Animal Disease Research and Diagnostic Laboratory, and $1,875,000 

for the state match portion of the Bioscience and Engineering Research Laboratory. 

 

In summary, $14,448,401 in recurring funds and $7,158,254 in one-time funds are requested in FY17: 
 

 

AFFORDABILITY/ACCESS 
 

The affordability/access proposal for FY17 has two complementary components: 

1. General Funds appropriation for a 4-percent salary policy for faculty, projected health insurance 

increase and inflation on operating expenses, enabling a tuition and mandatory fee freeze, assuring 

greater general affordability for South Dakota students. The General Funds buy down the tuition and 

mandatory fees students would otherwise be paying to assure competitive salaries and benefits and 

inflation on operating expenses. For SDSU this is $3,284,384. 

2. General funds appropriation for a need-based financial aid grant for deserving undergraduate 

students assuring South Dakota students from low-income households have access to a public higher 

education comparable to the access enjoyed by middle- and high-income South Dakota students. For 

SDSU this is $448,000. 
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Affordability: Salary Policy, Health Insurance and Operating Expenses 

 

The 4-percent faculty salary policy for SDSU, a projected 10-percent increase in health care insurance 

costs and 2-percent inflation in operating expenses require $3,284,384 in additional General Funds to the 

University, the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station (AES) and SDSU Extension. The request 

includes: 

 

• University proper — $2,230,613; 

• South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station (AES) — $546,902; and 

• SDSU Extension — $506,869. 

 

Competitive Salaries. In Table 1 estimated 2016-2017 average salary data by selected discipline 

categories for South Dakota State University, by rank, are compared with national average salary data 

from the Oklahoma Salary Survey.  All salaries are nine-month academic year salaries and were estimated 

from 2014-2015 and 2013-2014 data, respectively.  The estimated 2016-2017 SDSU average salary data 

were computed using the proposed 4-percent salary policy with additional consideration for inflation and 

an expected increase for health insurance costs.  The estimated survey average salary data were computed 

using an annual 3-percent increase.  For example, the estimated 2016-2017 SDSU average professor 

salary for agricultural business and management is $104,421.  This average is 75.59 percent of the 

estimated survey average salary for this discipline.  For a professor of civil engineering, the SDSU 

estimated average salary of $107,705 is 74.8 percent of the estimated survey average salary.  For an 

assistant professor of history, the SDSU estimated 2016-2017 average salary, assuming a 4-percent salary 

policy, is 89.12 percent of the estimated survey average salary. 

 

It is important to compare salary competitiveness by discipline, as presented in Table 1.  Each discipline 

is a unique market with differentiated supply-demand conditions.  Observed prices (salaries) are specific 

to a discipline.  The average survey salaries and SDSU average salaries across the disciplines in Table 1 

reflect the variations in supply-demand conditions. 

 

As expected, the SDSU salaries are more competitive in the most active part of the market — assistant 

professors — and less competitive in the least active part of the market — full professors. 

 

With the proposed 4-percent salary policy for FY17, the gap between estimated SDSU average salaries 

and the estimated Oklahoma Survey averages remains relatively unchanged.  More aggressive salary 

policy than a 4-percent increase over a number of years would be needed to close the gap, particularly for 

full professors. 
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Table 1.  Estimated Average Salary as Percent of Oklahoma Salary Survey 
Average South Dakota State University Salary by Rank for Selected Disciplines, 2016-2017 
 

Selected Disciplines Professor Associate Professor Assistant Professor 

 
 Avg. Salary   %   Avg. Salary   %   Avg. Salary   %  

Agricultural Business and Management $ 104,420.84 75.59 $   78,459.51 78.59 $   80,933.98 90.16 

Agricultural Engineering $   87,779.91 67.38 $   88,035.76 89.56 $   77,347.28 91.60 

Animal Sciences $   91,781.23 78.13 $   78,369.53 89.21 $   72,517.10 95.60 

Architecture     $ 115,784.81 133.34 $   73,049.95 102.95 

Biochemistry, Biophysics and Molecular Biology $   89,326.30 62.76 $   78,324.00 84.60 $   72,164.07 94.85 

Biology and Microbiology $   91,253.92 66.52     $   73,663.75 97.03 

Biomathematics, Bioinformatics, and Computational     $   97,419.21 91.03 $   72,356.35 79.23 

Botany/Plant Biology $   75,559.23 63.68 $   72,921.94 83.08 $   73,697.49 92.99 

Chemistry $   95,767.36 67.45 $   77,688.38 86.05 $   75,492.18 98.52 

Civil Engineering $ 107,705.18 74.80 $   85,100.41 81.60 $   80,316.43 89.24 

Communication and Media Studies $   81,122.81 66.93     $   61,905.45 89.32 

Computer Science $ 117,258.91 75.16 $   96,704.12 83.88     

Drama/Theatre Arts and Stagecraft $   72,933.72 73.10 $   63,380.76 84.87 $   58,490.73 98.13 

Economics $ 114,148.63 64.62 $   69,232.73 56.19 $   92,181.04 83.59 

Education, General     $   66,233.37 76.72 $   64,272.00 88.79 

Educational Administration and Supervision $   87,773.06 70.39 $   70,495.67 81.71 $   61,625.06 88.26 

Electrical, Electronics Engineering $ 124,976.59 80.38 $   97,898.31 88.74 $   87,602.20 91.20 

English Language and Literature, General $   87,395.26 69.91 $   63,656.42 78.12 $   60,067.27 89.32 

Food Science and Technology $   94,276.31 74.45     $   69,628.00 86.70 

Geography and Cartography $   89,759.24 72.96 $   72,466.68 86.32 $   62,653.42 87.15 

History     $   70,480.99 86.96 $   58,343.27 89.12 

Human Development and Family Studies     $   75,566.20 87.75 $   68,368.80 93.07 

Journalism $   90,352.42 76.28     $   66,184.45 96.44 

Landscape Architecture         $   63,065.29 94.23 

Mathematics and Applied Math $ 101,166.41 77.67 $   73,619.29 83.95 $   53,814.95 70.44 

Mechanical Engineering $ 109,096.75 72.26     $   84,134.19 91.09 

Music $   74,949.87 73.99 $   57,235.29 77.28 $   53,532.86 87.62 

Natural Resources Management $ 109,012.56 88.24 $   92,172.73 103.03 $   66,222.31 85.37 

Parks, Recreation and Leisure Studies     $   63,671.06 73.41     

Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Sciences, and Administration $ 107,830.33 74.53 $   92,248.10 89.23 $   86,977.74 96.25 

Physics $   98,352.62 74.79 $   78,921.73 86.32 $   67,794.64 85.64 

Physiology, Pathology and Related Sciences $   96,302.46 62.44 $   77,452.04 74.73 $   67,071.05 81.70 

Plant Sciences $   90,411.33 80.17 $   63,769.61 74.41 $   61,687.73 80.37 

Political Science and Government         $   67,439.54 91.04 

Psychology, General $   86,202.04 62.21 $   71,498.32 80.92 $   71,206.23 94.00 

Public Relations and Advertising $   82,456.69 68.35         

Registered Nursing, Nursing Administration $ 104,454.00 83.54 $   80,996.82 84.23 $   74,101.92 94.64 

Religion/Religious Studies         $   60,663.13 91.55 

Romance Languages, Literatures, and Linguistics $   78,510.39 69.99 $   62,920.15 79.16 $   61,405.47 95.02 

Sociology $   90,638.41 69.93     $   64,401.62 90.34 

Soil Sciences $   94,302.23 73.38     $   75,611.72 102.90 

Statistics         $   82,586.09 94.51 

Student Counseling and Personnel Services $   86,086.96 76.28 $   70,336.06 84.21 $   64,272.00 92.40 

Teacher Education and Professional Development, S $   89,479.07 82.29 $   65,770.61 81.70     

Teacher Education and Professional Development, S $   89,224.00 83.39 $   74,951.86 92.90 $   68,091.90 99.88 

Veterinary Medicine $   91,294.39 70.52     $   87,892.67 99.16 

Visual and Performing Arts, General $   78,705.35 82.73 $   60,629.38 79.90 $   56,893.57 92.23 

Wildlife and Wildlands Science and Management $   90,948.81 83.01 $   75,770.26 100.82 $   67,636.10 100.57 

Zoology/Animal Biology $   72,418.48 62.45 $   83,525.75 96.70 $   69,231.66 91.49 

Source:  FY2015 Oklahoma Salary Survey, FY15 SDSU Salary List. 2016-2017 survey salaries estimated from 2014-2015 data using annual 3% increase; 2016-2017 
SDSU salaries estimated from FY15 salaries using annual 4% increase. 
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Access: Need-Based Grants 

 

Need-Based Financial Aid Grant Program. To improve the affordability of higher education for low-

income South Dakota residents, a Needs-Based Grant Program (NBGP) is proposed again for FY17.  The 

paired strategic goals of “affordability” and “access” remain priorities for both the Board of Regents and 

SDSU. Toward that end a pilot low-income program was established in the summer of 2014 at SDSU to 

study the impact of providing enrollment incentives to students from this target demographic. The 

experiences of students in the pilot are incorporated into this continuing request for $2,000 grants from 

General Fund appropriations to Pell-eligible, low-income students. 

 

The budget proposal based on the pilot is to provide an enrollment incentive in the form of a $2,000 grant 

from the General Fund. This NBGP award, plus a full Pell grant of $5,844, would total $7,844 and 

comprise between 91 and 99 percent of tuition, mandatory fees and other college expenses for a student 

enrolled in 30 credit hours per academic year.  The request, based on enrollments noted in Table 2 below 

and cost details listed in Table 3, is $448,000 in General Funds for fall 2016.  A projected total of 

$4,136,000 in General Fund appropriations would fund the need-based award for a typical four-year 

undergraduate career. 

 

 $    448,000 FY17 awards to 224 incoming students 

 $    834,000 FY18 awards to 249 incoming students and 168 continuing students (417 total) 

 $ 1,218,000 FY19 awards to 274 incoming students and 335 continuing students (609 total) 

 $ 1,636,000 FY20 awards to 299 incoming students and 519 continuing students (818 total) 

 $ 4,136,000 total 

 

The General Fund request by SDSU is based on actual fall 2015 FAFSA application data to date with a 

projection of Pell- and remedial-eligible students who are yet to be admitted between early May and the 

start of fall semester. With the proposed NBGP in place, it is forecast that 100 additional economically 

disadvantaged freshmen students would enroll, 25 more per year across the first four-year cycle of the 

program. Table 3 provides the projected aggregate in enrollments from fall 2016 through fall 2019.  The 

forecast is that the program will yield 127 (increase of 25 percent more low-income student graduating 

from SDSU compared to the baseline). 

 
Table 2:  Enrollment Impact of South Dakota Needs Based Grant Program 
Fall 2016-Fall 2019 

COHORTS Fall 2016 Fall 2017 Fall 2018 Fall 2019 

2016 freshmen cohort 224    

2016 freshman cohort retained to sophomore year   168   

2017 freshman cohort  249   

2016 freshman cohort retained to junior year    148  

2017 freshman cohort retained to sophomore year     187  

2018 freshman cohort   274  

2016 freshman cohort retained to senior year     148 

2017 freshman cohort retained to junior year      165 

2018 freshman cohort retained to sophomore year    206 

2019 freshman cohort    299 

Total Number of Students Served 224 417 609 818 

Note:  The University persistence rate of 88% between sophomore to junior and junior to senior years was applied to all cohorts. 
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The General Fund forecast over four years to fund the $2,000 per student award is $4,136,000 for low-

income South Dakota residents enrolled at SDSU. The program, in its first year, would serve 224 students 

requiring $448,000; 417 students in fall 2017 requiring $834,000; 609 students in fall 2018 requiring 

$1,218,000; and 818 students in fall 2019 and every fall there after requiring $1,636,000 in General Funds 

appropriations. 

 

The forecast of Number of Students, Average Pell Grant Award, Average Cost of Tuition and Fees, 

Housing and Dining Costs, Total Cost of Attendance, Student Contribution, and percent of Cost of 

Attendance paid for by a student are presented in Table 3. In fall 2016 a student would cover 48.2 percent 

of the cost of attendance from sources of funds other than the Pell Grant and the $2,000 award.  In fall 

2019 this percent is 50.4 percent. Table 3 assumes annual increases of 2.4 percent for Pell Grants and 3 

percent for tuition, fees, housing rates and dining plans.  

 
Table 3:  Need-Based Student Award Program FY15 Estimated Costs at South Dakota State University 
Fall 2015 (baseline) through Fall 2019 

Student Cohorts Number of 

Students 

Served 

Average Pell 

Grant award 

South Dakota 

Needs-Based 

Grant 

Tuition and 

Mandatory Fees 

(30 cr./year) 

Housing 

and Dining 

Costs 

Total Cost of 

Attendance 

Student 

Contribution 

Student 

amount as % 

of total cost 

Baseline (fall 2015)  $5,707 $2,000 $8,172 $6,696 $14,868 $7,161 48.2 

Fall 2016 224 $5,844 $2,000 $8,417 $6,897 $15,314 $7,470 48.8 

Fall 2017 417  $5,984 $2,000 $8,670 $7,104 $15,774 $7,790 49.4 

Fall 2018 609 $6,128 $2,000 $8,930 $7,317 $16,247 $8,119 50.0 

Fall 2019 818 $6,275 $2,000 $9,198 $7,537 $16,735 $8,440 50.4 

NOTE:  Tuition and mandatory fees are based on actual fall 2015 rates for tuition ($144.70), USF ($93.80) and GAF ($33.90) adding to $272.40 
per credit hour.  Housing and food costs are based on the students selecting mid-range cost options specifically the Silver Flex meal plan and 
Pierson/Binnewies/Young residence hall rates.  All costs were increased 3% annually, while Pell awards were increased by 2.4% each year 

 

 

STUDENT SUCCESS 
 

The student success request for FY17 has two components: 

1. The Mathematics for Engineering Institute, a collaboration with South Dakota School of Mines 

and Technology, is an effort to improve student achievement and to build the number of graduates 

from science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) disciplines through involvement 

with K-12 school districts and incoming students. The request is $416,017 in ongoing General Funds 

to SDSU; the companion request from Mines is $410,690. 

2. Enhancing Success at SDSU describes the validation of progress and the continuing emphasis on 

components of the Student Success program, implemented annually in phases. A task force was 

charged with evaluating the Student Success program during the 2014-2015 academic year and 

completing a comprehensive assessment of its components and their effectiveness. The FY17 

request, which reflects the task force’s work, is $838,000 in ongoing General Funds. 

 

Mathematics for Engineering Institute 

 

Current levels of math competency among incoming college students are unacceptably low, and the 

number of students who struggle or fail in math once they enroll is unacceptably high. The Jerome J. Lohr 

College of Engineering, in collaboration with the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, 

proposes a Mathematics for Engineering Institute to improve student achievement and to build the 

number of graduates from science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) disciplines.   
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The proposed jointly run institute will leverage the best practices of and expand upon SDSU’s Institute 

for STEM Education Enhancement (http://www.sdstate.edu/isee/ ).  The resulting South Dakota 

Mathematics for Engineering Institute (SDMFEI) will make optimal use of the human resources and 

intellectual capital of both campuses — with the joint goal of working to ensure South Dakota’s students 

achieve the level of math competence required by STEM professions.     

 

The overall funding needs for this joint request are: 
 

 $    47,280 Summer program for incoming students ($40,044 faculty, $7,236 graduate assistants)  

 $  143,014 Dual-enrollment math mentors ($97,618 faculty, $45,396 graduate assistants) 

 $  179,577 Math Lab math mentors ($102,077 faculty, $68,000 graduate assistants, $9,000 students) 

 $  138,227  Co-directors (0.5 FTE at SDSU, 0.75 FTE at Mines, plus one summer month for each) 

 $    95,250  Marketing, outreach and promotion 

 $    34,072 Operations and materials 

 $  119,000 Faculty development and K-12 teacher development 

 $    70,287 Assessment and analytics 

 $  826,707  total recurring ($416,017 for SDSU, $410,690 for Mines) 

 

Below are brief descriptions of program elements referenced in the budget. 
 

Summer program for incoming freshmen.  This program will provide online instruction in pre-engineering 

mathematics supported by Distance Math Mentors throughout the summer, followed by an on-campus 

Intensive Mathematics Week immediately prior to the beginning of the academic year supported by the 

same Math Mentors that have worked with students throughout the summer. The summer program for 

incoming at-risk freshman has been structured to accommodate 200 students, based on students classified 

as at-risk in the Lohr College of Engineering. 
 

Dual enrollment Math Mentors. These faculty and graduate students will provide enhanced support for 

high school students dual enrolled in mathematics courses that support mathematics and engineering 

programs.  Courses will begin acclimation of students to university-level mathematics performance 

expectations and workloads while still allowing these students to learn in a well-supported environment 

that will ease their transition from high school courses. The requested funds would allow for capacities of 

serving 150 students in the summer and 75 students per semester. 
 

Math Lab Math Mentors. Faculty, graduate students and undergraduate lab assistants will provide 

enhanced support for university students enrolled in mathematics courses that support mathematics and 

engineering programs.  It is expected that these programs will improve mathematics and engineering 

major retention and graduation rates. This component will engage 200 freshmen per semester. 
 

Co-Directors. Faculty appointed to these roles will provide leadership for the Institute on their respective 

campuses, lead collaboration with the partner university and engage in research related to the Institute’s 

mission. 
 

Outreach, Marketing and Public Education. This professional (1 FTE) will develop and execute plans to 

raise awareness of the level of mathematical preparation essential to succeed in mathematics and 

engineering degree programs and the societal value of mathematics and engineering degrees. 
 

Marketing and operating expenses. This allocation covers the costs of developing and disseminating  

marketing and public education efforts. 
 

Assessment and Analytics. This component will ensure that programs, procedures and decisions are data-

driven and will provide analytics support for assessment of the Institute’s efforts. This component will 

also endeavor to hold the institute accountable and work to align activities to nationally recognized best 

practices.  
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Faculty development and K-12 teacher development.  This element will include workshops for K-12 

teachers, faculty seminars, small grant programs to encourage innovation and improvements in best 

practices, and an ACCESS Grid joint seminar for faculty on both campuses. 

 

The Institute will raise expectations for college-bound South Dakota high school students aspiring to a 

STEM degree; improve processes for identifying students who need highly targeted interventions and 

services; enhance curricula in foundational mathematics courses; and assist K-12 teachers, parents and 

students in understanding and preparing for math curricula within STEM disciplines.  

 

Enhancing Success at SDSU 

 

The University has completed five years of a nationally recognized Student Success Program in 2014-

2015. In 2014-2015 a special faculty and Student Affairs staff task force conducted a comprehensive 

assessment of the Student Success Program. SDSU accounts for 41.9 percent of the system’s state-

support headcount, based on fall 2014 data. The request is $838,000 in ongoing General Funds and builds 

on the work of the assessment task force. It includes these components detailed below: 

 

 $    67,400 Summer Bridge Full-time Coordinator  

 $    14,500 Summer Bridge mentor stipends ($7,000 faculty; $7,500 students) 

 $  158,000 Starfish Early Alert intervention professional and annual service contract 

 $  134,000  Two College Liaison professional FTEs in Office of Career Service 

 $  110,000  Student Success Collaboration contract  

 $  240,800 Professional advisors (4.25 FTE) 

 $    56,650 One Degree Audit professional FTE 

 $    56,650 One Financial Aid professional FTE 

 $  838,000  total recurring 

 

Jump into State Summer Bridge. Jump into State is designed to support academically disadvantaged 

students and has been offered in successive summers, 2011 through 2014. The program offers courses in 

remedial reading, remedial English, sociology, chemistry, nutrition and university readiness for the four 

weeks immediately prior to the start of fall classes.  Students typically enroll in five or six credits.  The 

target for summer 2016 (FY17) is 100 students. 
 

Funds are requested to support a full-time coordinator with another $14,500 is requested for stipends for 

two faculty mentors ($7,000) and four student mentors ($7,500).  The student mentors will continue into 

the fall semester supporting the Summer Bridge students matriculating to the fall semester. 
  
Early Alert. The implementation of the early-alert program, Starfish, is the backbone of retention. Early 

professional intervention is central to success.  More than 20,000 alerts were recorded during the 2014-

2015 academic year. General Funds are requested for two (2) FTE professionals to reach out and engage 

students with early-alert flags.  Quick, timely, very personalized follow-up by skilled professionals is 

critical to exploit Starfish capabilities and drive student retention.  General Funds of $36,000 are 

requested for the Starfish annual service contract. 
 

Career Development Center. The Office of Career Development has a cutting-edge action plan.  College 

Liaisons have been shown to be effective links between the colleges and careers implied in their majors 

and the Office of Career Development.  Professional College Liaisons connect students in a major to a 

specific career, improve major/industry-specific associations, support extramural learning experiences, 

strengthen industry relationships and drive workforce development. The 4.18 FTE professional staff in 

the University’s Office of Career Development is fully employed working with juniors and seniors on 

internships, job search preparation and job interview opportunities. Peer university career development 

offices are staffed by at least 10 FTE professionals. General Funds are requested for two (2) FTE College 

Liaison professionals. 
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Professional Advising. General Funds of $110,000 are requested for the Education Advisory Board 

annual contract for the Student Success Collaborative (SSC).  The SSC creates customized data-derived 

dashboard analytics, accessible to both advisors and students, on course and major decisions, early 

identification of at-risk behavior and evidence-based effective interventions for students to confidently 

travel the academic success pathway. 
 

Professional advisors are best-practice for sophomore experiences and for preparing-to-exit elements of 

the Student Success Program, as well as for incoming students in the First Year Advising Center.  The 

University has invested in eleven (11) FTE professional advisors assigned to colleges and six (6) assigned 

to the First-Year Advising Center collectively providing services to approximately 4,100 freshman and 

sophomores.  Professional advisors in colleges and large departments are additive and complementary to 

the professional advisors in the First-Year Advising Center for success with the sophomore experience 

and students preparing to exit.  General Funds are requested to support an additional 4.25 FTE 

professional advisors. These FTEs will be placed both in the First-Year Advising Center and in colleges 

and large departments lifting the number of students served towards 10,000. 
 

Registration and Records.  Another aspect of Student Success is providing undergraduates with accurate 

information in real time regarding degree completion.  Undergraduates are acclimated to software 

programs that provide continuously available feedback in user-friendly applications that function on a 

variety of devices. A robust degree-audit system has been shown to minimize time-to-degree, thus 

increasing persistence and graduation rates and improving affordability.  One (1) professional FTE is 

requested to identify, implement and maintain an electronic degree-audit system.  Phased implementation 

focusing initially on transfer students would allow for a lower-cost start-up and an opportunity to test-

drive a software package before making a larger institution-wide commitment. 
 

Financial Aid Specialist.  Noel-Levitz, a national consulting firm specializing in enrollment management, 

developed a student retention predictor model for the University.  Three of the six predictive variables of 

freshman-to-sophomore retention were connected to aspects of family-income and/or financing of 

college.  A Financial Aid compliance officer was added for FY15 to support overall operations and bring 

staffing (12.0 FTE) more closely in line with national benchmarks of 17.0 FTE for an institution like 

SDSU, managing $100 million to $150 million in aid, according to the National Association of Student 

Financial Aid Administrators. Funding is requested for one (1) professional FTE college financial 

planning specialist, for 13.0 FTE, to increase the number of contacts with students and their families and 

to help integrate best-practice recommendations emerging from the Student Debt Task Force. Those 

recommendations, based on initial spring 2015 reports, include financial literacy components in 

orientation and first-year courses and enhanced tools for students to track indebtedness. 

 

 

RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER/COMMERCIALIZATION 

 

Nationally competitive, high-performing research and teaching universities enable and support faculty to 

compete successfully for grants and contracts, to conduct successful grant-funded research, to engage 

successfully with private sector partners and to move research-derived inventions to the marketplace.  

Enablement is based in professionally staffed research and technology commercialization offices, robust 

shared core research facilities, reliable and fast computer networks and high-performance computing.  

Because of the enablement, competitive high-performing universities are persistently able to recruit and to 

retain the very best faculty principal investigators (PIs). 

 

The General Fund request for research and commercialization capacity is directly aligned with 2020 

VISION: The South Dakota Science and Innovation Strategy (April 2013) and advances IMPACT 2018 

and the Board of Regents’ Research and Economic Development goals.  
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The research and technology transfer/commercialization proposal for FY17 has four components: 

1. $1,994,000 ongoing for the Bioscience and Engineering Research Initiative to strengthen science 

and engineering capabilities plus enhanced computational and data sciences capabilities to support 

interdisciplinary research and discovery addressing complex, grand challenges of sustainable energy, 

food security and animal and human health. 

2. $741,500 ongoing and $6,158,254 one-time for shared core research facilities and high-

performance computing that provide additional essential research instrumentation, equipment and 

high-performance computing and connectivity to feed science- and technology-based economic 

growth for South Dakota. The request is to purchase instruments and equipment and for necessary 

expertise and service contracts, all of which foster an enhanced competitive research environment. 

3. $509,000 ongoing for the Technology Transfer and Commercialization Office (TTCO) that plays 

a crucial role in moving intellectual property, new knowledge and new know-how efficiently and 

effectively from discovery to the market. Ongoing support is needed for the professionals to screen 

and assess invention disclosures, for patent prosecution, for licensing and for effective assessment of 

the commercial promise of innovations and intellectual property. 

4. $300,000 ongoing for the Research Park at South Dakota State University and its multitenant 

incubator Innovation Center, important elements in science- and technology-based economic 

development for South Dakota. The request is for ongoing operating support that will be matched.  

This is a companion to the USD Innovation District request. 

 

Bioscience and Engineering Research Initiative  
 

The General Funds request is for salary, benefits and operating expenses (OE) for eleven (11) new 9-

month faculty lines, two (2) grant proposal specialists and associated library resources. 

 

Nine (9) faculty 9-month FTEs will build discovery research and applications strength in: 

 chemistry and biochemistry (3 FTEs); 

 cell/molecular/computational/synthetic biology and microbiology (3 FTEs); and 

 engineering, particularly mechanical, biochemical and agriculture biosystems engineering (3 FTEs). 

 

These nine (9) faculty FTEs will be complemented by two (2) FTEs in computational science 

statistics/data science and informatics. 

 

The added strengths will span undergraduate and graduate student success, impact workforce 

development, drive team-based interdisciplinary research and discovery, and broaden collaborative 

research with private-sector partners.  The added strength in these core fields directly addresses major 

choke points in undergraduate programs in biology and microbiology, chemistry and biochemistry, 

mechanical engineering and data science/decision analytics/informatics.  The choke points stifle student 

success and limit the supply of science, engineering and computational science professionals. 
 

The initiative adds capacity to the new Ph.D. degrees in biochemistry and in agriculture, mechanical and 

biosystems engineering, strengthens continuing programs in biology/microbiology and computational 

science/data science and informatics, and builds strength for robust interdisciplinary bioscience and 

engineering research teams. 

 

Aligned with 2020 VISION: The South Dakota Science and Innovation Strategy, the initiative addresses 

the grand challenges of: 

 creating a renewable sustainable energy supply, 

 improving human and animal health while reducing costs, and 

 sustainably meeting an exploding global demand for food. 
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Discovery and innovation at the intersection of the sciences and engineering is where solutions to these 

complex grand challenges occur.  The initiative enables significant growth in interdisciplinary team 

driven sponsored programs and is aligned with BioSNTR and the Sanford Profile-SDSU collaboration.   

 

The two (2) FTE professional grant proposal specialists will increase the capacity to submit federal grants 

in a timely manner.  One grant specialist will work specifically with faculty on bioscience and 

engineering interdisciplinary higher-value, complex, multi-year projects that address grand challenges.  

The requested FTEs build on the current one (1) grant specialist FTE and the four (4) FTE college-level 

grant coordinators funded by the University. The additional library resources will support research and 

the Ph.D. programs. 

 

The FY17 General Funds recurring request for salary, benefits and operating expenses (OE) for new 

faculty lines, the grant specialists and the library resources is: 

 

 $    474,000 three (3) 9-month faculty lines in chemistry/biochemistry plus OE 

 $    474,000 three (3) 9-month faculty lines in biology/microbiology plus OE 

 $    474,000 three (3) 9-month faculty lines in engineering plus OE 

 $    316,000 two (2) 9-month faculty lines in computational science/data science plus OE 

 $ 1,738,000 subtotal for eleven (11) 9-month faculty lines 

 $    156,000  two (2) FTE grant proposal specialists 

 $    100,000  increased funding for the library 

 $ 1,994,000 total recurring 

 

Implementation will yield 22 new faculty positions, assuming 50-50 funding from General Funds and 

tuition and fees. Within three years, each new faculty line is forecast to produce $180,000 per year in 

grant and contract research expenditure.  The annual General Fund investment will net $2,288,000 

annually in grant and contract expenditures for a forecast annual rate of return (ROI) of 136.8 percent on 

the General Fund investment.  The additional research spending is forecast to generate three new 

invention disclosures per year, 4.5 royalty-bearing licenses every five years with one license to a start-up 

company, assuming capacity in the Technology Transfer and Commercialization Office to accommodate 

the growth. 

 

To illustrate the implementation assume three (3) current engineering faculty 9-month FTEs with 

responsibilities distributed 10 percent research and 90 percent teaching and learning.  Further, assume the 

salaries and benefits for the three (3) FTEs are $300,000 and that the funds for the salaries and benefits 

roughly reflect the current distribution of General Funds appropriation and tuition and fee receipts of 35 

percent ($105,000) and 65 percent ($195,000), respectively.  Assume further the three (3) requested 

engineering FTEs are funded with $300,000 in General Funds for salary and benefits.  The now six (6) 

engineering 9-month faculty FTEs require $600,000 for total salary and benefit costs, funded by $405,000 

in General Fund appropriations (i.e. $105,000 + $300,000 = $405,000 or 67.5 percent) and $195,000 

(32.5 percent) in tuition and fee receipts, assuming no additional tuition and fee receipts. The distribution 

of responsibilities, holding constant the teaching capacity and tuition and fee receipts, is now roughly 67 

percent research and 33 percent teaching across the six (6) engineering 9-month faculty FTEs.  If the 

addition of three (3) additional engineering faculty FTEs funded by General Funds appropriations attract 

more undergraduate and graduate students, there would be additional tuition and fee receipts, and the 

research and teaching responsibilities across the six (6) 9-month engineering faculty FTE would be driven 

towards the typical 50-50 balance.  
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Shared Core Research Facilities and High-Performance Computing   
 

Strong shared core research facilities and high-performance computing are prerequisites for competitive, 

highly productive university research.  Core facilities involve unique research equipment and space, 

specialized operating and management professionals, and service/maintenance contracts with specialized 

vendors.  Example core research facilities are an imaging mass spectrometer and dedicated space with 

special attributes such as a clean room or the large animal research facility. 

 

High-performance research computational resources are classed into shared memory computing systems 

and computing clusters.  A new computing cluster containing 800 nodes has been installed.  Updated 

shared memory computers will enable a local cloud of unified resources that links to the national research 

computational cloud.  A new, larger flexible cluster to house both shared memory systems and computing 

clusters within a research cloud is under design.  A 100 GB Science DMZ edge device is needed to 

provide high-speed network infrastructure enabling faculty PIs to communicate effectively with 

collaborators already utilizing the standard 100 GB connection. One-time General Funds of $1,500,000 is 

requested for the enriched high-performance research computing environment and another $150,000 for a 

100 GB Science DMZ edge device. 

 

Base recurring General Funds are requested for: 

 $     661,500  salary and benefits for eight (8) core facility/instrument specialists 

 $       80,000 three (3) instrument maintenance service contracts 

 $     741,500  total recurring base 

 

One-time General Funds are requested for: 

 $  4,303,254  23 instruments 

 $     205,000  Animal Research Facility repairs 

 $  1,500,000  high-performance research computing 

  $     150,000 100 GB Science DMX edge device 

 $  6,158,254  total one-time appropriation 

 

The core research facilities will be strengthened and enhanced with the addition of 33 research 

instruments at a one-time cost of $4,303,254.  The flooring and HVAC repairs for the Animal Research 

Facility (Animal Resource Wing) are a one-time cost of $205,000.  Repairing the facility is essential to 

assure compliance with federal government animal research regulations. 

 

General Funds for salary and benefits for the eight (8) FTE core facility and instrument specialists total 

$661,500. Annual service contracts for maintenance and operations for three (3) instruments are $80,000. 

 

The instruments are listed here and also included in accompanying spreadsheet: 
 

Agilent Technologies Real-Time PRC Machine — $25,000 

BIOTEK Multimode Microplate Reader — $50,000 

C Cel Dough Quality Evaluation Instrument — $50,000 

Emergency power backup for incubation chambers and 

freezers — $120,000 

♥ Fluorescence Cell Sorter — $525,000 

Food Chemistry Analytical System — $80,000 

GC-FTIR — $45,000 

♥ Genomic Data Analysis System — $100,000 

Gluten Dewatering Extraction System — $80,000 

♥ Growth Chambers (4) — $60,000 

Hall Effect System  — $100,000 

High-Resolution SEM with liquid N2 function — $750,000 

♥ Illumina NextSeq 500 DNA Sequencer — $257,254 

Isokinetic Dynamometer — $46,000 

Large Scale Drying Ovens (8) — $240,000 

♥ Mask Aligner— $150,000 

MultiPlex Non-Contact Optical Sensor — $40,000 

♥ NeuroCom EquiTest — $100,000 

♥ Pilot Scale Bioreactor — $170,000 

Plant Science field research equipment — $515,000 

Reactive Ion Etching System — $150,000 

♥ Transient Absorption System — $400,000 

♥ X-Ray Photoelectronic Spectroscopy — $250,000 

♥ = Top 10 items for $2,162,254
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Technology Transfer and Commercialization and Research Park at SDSU 

 

Promising research-derived intellectual properties (IP) advance through the commercialization channel to 

the marketplace through professionals in the Technology Transfer and Commercialization Office 

(TTCO), established at South Dakota State in 2008.  Invention disclosures now average more than 50 per 

year. The University currently is marketing over 40 technologies on its website.  Licensing intellectual 

property to established firms or start-up companies is the sole commercial transaction for university 

research-derived IP to reach the market.  Without a correctly staffed office and appropriate domain and 

specialized talent, no research results will systematically reach the market. 

 

The General Funds request is to fund the director, one disclosure analyst, one marketing/licensing 

specialist, recurring domain consultative support, patent prosecution support and a match for a Dakota 

Innovations fund in the University’s TTCO.  The Dakota Innovations fund will match dollars one-to-one 

with resources of private investors and/or companies to de-risk innovations and research-derived IP that 

show strong commercial promise.  Following the private sector with skin in the deal is the only sure way 

to continuously and rapidly investigate, and then realize, commercial promise. 

 

Additionally, the ongoing funds for TTCO will support services for Dakota State University and Northern 

State University per the April 2014 memoranda of understanding for disclosure screening, assessment and 

analysis, patent and IP prosecution, and IP marketing, licensing and auditing services. 

 

The FY17 General Funds base request for technology transfer and commercialization support is: 

 $  175,000  salary and benefits for director, Technology Transfer and Commercialization Office 

 $    67,000  salary and benefits for disclosure analyst 

 $    67,000  salary and benefits for marketing/licensing specialist 

 $    50,000  domain-specialized consultants 

 $    50,000  patent and IP prosecution 

 $  100,000  Dakota Innovations matching fund 

 $  509,000  total            

 

The Research Park at South Dakota State University and the Innovation Center are important elements in 

science- and technology-based economic development.  The 44,000-square-foot multitenant and incubator 

Innovation Center has 36 tenants with a total employment of 140.  A Lloyd Companies building in the 

park is being fit out for a tenant with plans to employ 150 people. The Research Park and Innovation 

Center is in need of operating support to continue attracting companies to the research park and 

incubating start-ups. The Research Park seeks $300,000 in ongoing General Funds that will be matched 

by tenant rental and fee income and resources from partners such as the City of Brookings and the 

Brookings Economic Development Corporation.  This request is a companion request of the USD 

Innovation District. 

 

The FY17 General Funds base request is $300,000 ongoing for operating support for the Research Park at 

SDSU and Innovation Center. 
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WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 
 

The workforce development proposal for FY17 has one component: 

1. The health and healthcare element acknowledges the emerging team approach to patient care and 

chronic disease prevention and the need to implement changes in educational approaches. The 

request is $742,500 in ongoing General Funds for Pharmacy preceptors and modern space for 

nursing educators in Rapid City and Sioux Falls and another $1,000,000 in one-time funds to 

renovate that space. 

 

Health and Healthcare 
 

Dynamic changes are under way in the U.S. healthcare delivery system. Reimbursement mechanisms 

reward quality care and cost minimization.  Prevention of chronic disease is a priority. Collaboration and 

innovation across disciplines to address big healthcare challenges and opportunities is at the forefront of 

innovation and professional education. 

 

The FY17 General Fund request for health care workforce development is: 

 $     502,500  annual lease payments for College of Nursing facilities in Rapid City and Sioux Falls  

 $     240,000  preceptor payments for Pharm.D. students 

 $     742,500  total 

 

 $  1,000,000 one-time funds for College of Nursing simulation laboratory renovations 

 

College of Nursing space needs. The College of Nursing requires additional and more modern space for 

its academic programs in Rapid City and Sioux Falls, the state’s two largest cities. The spring 2014 Space 

Study report by JBA Incorporated calls for 17,650 square space of teaching space in Rapid City and 

15,850 square feet of teaching space in Sioux Falls. Assuming an industry average of $15 per square foot 

annually, the request is $502,500 in ongoing General Funds to cover this rent. An additional one-time 

funding request for $1,000,000 is needed for simulation laboratory renovations.  

 

Doctor of Pharmacy (Pharm.D.) preceptor payments. Preceptor payment for both introductory pharmacy 

practice experiences (IPPE) and advanced pharmacy practice experiences (APPE) are becoming the norm.  

Each of the 80 students admitted annually into the pharmacy program is required to complete six weeks 

of IPPE (two 3-week experiences) and 40 weeks of APPE (eight 5-week experiences).  These experiences 

must be completed in an actual pharmacy practice setting under the immediate supervision of a licensed 

pharmacist.  All IPPEs and 60 percent of APPEs are provided by external preceptors. (SDSU faculty 

cover the remaining 40 percent of APPEs.) In total, this means that 2,400 weeks of pharmacy experiential 

education are provided by licensed external pharmacist preceptors each year. At a rate of $100 per week, 

total preceptor payments would be $240,000 annually. 

 

The paid preceptor model in pharmacy education is growing nationally, impacting the availability of 

practice experience sites, particularly those in specialized settings, that are open to students from South 

Dakota’s only pharmacy program. Competitor programs in adjacent states — namely, the University of 

Minnesota, the University of Wyoming, Creighton University and Drake University — pay pharmacist 

preceptors.  The typical Pharm.D. preceptor rates are $300 per three-week IPPE and $500 per five-week 

APPE.  At $100 per week, preceptor payments would total $240,000 per year for the College of 

Pharmacy, which is the FY17 General Fund request. 
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CAPITAL FUNDS 
 

Animal Disease Research and Diagnostic Laboratory renovation and build-out. South Dakota’s animal 

public health laboratory, the Animal Disease Research and Diagnostic Laboratory (ADRDL), was 

established by state statute and is operated under supervision of the Board of Regents.  This laboratory’s 

value and importance for South Dakota’s biomedical science, food safety, public health and animal 

agriculture sectors are well-established.   

 

The ADRDL in 2014 was one of the key labs in the region that identified the Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea 

(PED) virus as the cause of a nationwide epidemic that killed 10 million pigs, thousands of which were in 

South Dakota. In rapid response to the disease threat, ADRDL researchers also developed the first widely 

available diagnostic tests for this devastating disease. That work dramatically lowered the levels of 

infection and limited the total economic impact of the PED epidemic. Similarly, during early 2015, the 

ADRDL has been the single laboratory providing rapid turnaround and emergency diagnostic testing for 

the Avian Influenza (bird flu) outbreak ravaging Midwestern states and impacting more than 3 million 

birds in South Dakota. ADRDL professionals are screening flocks and backyard birds from the region to 

help dampen the risk that flocks in neighboring states pose to South Dakota’s poultry industry.  Scientists 

in the University’s Department of Veterinary and Biomedical Sciences, working closely with ADRDL 

staff, published in spring 2015 the first complete genome sequence of the Avian Influenza A virus 

responsible for this outbreak in the Midwest.  

    

Capacity — specifically, renovated laboratories and additional space — is needed to accommodate a 

long-term growth trend in diagnostic services. Diagnostic services have grown from 340,000 tests in 1999 

to more than 500,000 in 2014, with 90 percent of that increase during the last four years. By 2030, annual 

diagnostic services may easily exceed 600,000 to 700,000 tests annually; the current testing level exceeds 

existing laboratory capacity. The ADRDL facility lacks a bio-safety Level 3 (BSL3) laboratory needed 

for work with live infectious viruses such as the highly pathogenic Avian Influenza virus. While the lab 

can complete some testing in its bio-safety Level 2 facilities, conducting research to find treatment 

options on highly pathogenic diseases requires upgraded facilities to Level 3. The increased bio-safety 

features are also necessary for worker safety. 

  

The new space will prepare South Dakota to confront outbreaks of highly contagious livestock diseases, 

like PED and bird flu, when they occur and will help contain disease outbreaks elsewhere in the region 

before they penetrate into South Dakota. A recent needs assessment study concluded that 39,000 square 

feet of renovation and 46,000 square feet of addition will position the ADRDL to serve South Dakota 

interests for the coming years.  The diagnostics and research to be conducted in the new and remodeled 

space will provide benefits to the industry sectors of value-added agribusiness and human health and 

nutrition called out in 2020 Vision: The South Dakota Science and Innovation Strategy (April 2013).  The 

estimated total cost is at least $44,000,000, based on best available information in 2015. A building 

committee has been appointed, and the Office of State Engineer is proceeding with the retention of an 

architecture and engineering firm that will be develop the design and cost estimates. 

  

The request is $3.3 million ongoing starting in FY17 for estimated annual principal and interest payments 

to cover $44,000,000 in bonding at 4 percent over 25 years. 
 

Bioscience and Engineering Research Laboratory.  Complex problems require innovative solutions that 

are enabled by unique, dedicated interdisciplinary research space occupied by inspired, self-assembled, 

high-performing, interdisciplinary research teams.  The American Association for the Advancement of 

Science (AAAS, July 2008) assessment of South Dakota’s research infrastructure reaffirmed the power of 

these necessary conditions.  Looking forward, the requested $20 million in public capital funding will 
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leverage private capital investment to create the interdisciplinary bioscience and engineering research 

laboratory estimated as a $50 million capital project.   

 

The assessment report by Cannon Design (2013) identified for South Dakota State the complex problems 

of renewable sustainable energy, enhanced human and animal health and global food needs, as noted in an 

earlier section, as inherently high-promise grand challenges addressed only through team-based 

interdisciplinary research at the intersection of the sciences and engineering.  These complex problems 

connect directly to three target sectors in 2020 Vision: The South Dakota Science and Innovation Strategy 

— namely Value-Added Agriculture and Agribusiness, Energy and Environment and Human Health and 

Nutrition. Realizing this promise requires enabling, dedicated interdisciplinary research space.  The 

investment by the state will yield significant returns growing the science- and technology-based economy 

creating new jobs, wealth and improved wellbeing. 

 

The request is for $1,875,000 ongoing in General Funds appropriation to make principal and interest 

payments on $20,000,000 of bonds sold to provide a state match for $30,000,000 in private funds, once 

these funds have been raised. The $1,875,000 for annual payments is based on an estimate of 4 percent 

interest over 25 years, as used in the ADRDL example. 

 

Additional capital projects 

 

Future capital projects listed in IMPACT 2018, the five-year strategic plan, are:  

 

Teaching and research 

• Agricultural Decision Science and Technology Laboratory 

• Briggs Library renovation 

• Classroom Enhancement Initiative 

• Harding Hall renovation and repurpose 

• Intramural Building (“The Barn”) renovation 

• Performing Arts Center expansion (HEFF) 

• Plant Science Research Support Facility 

• Visual Arts and Design building (HEFF) 

• Wecota Annex renovation and repurpose 

 

Auxiliary 

• Student Wellness Center addition 

• University Student Union addition 

 

Other 

• Alumni Green 

• South Dakota Agricultural Heritage Museum renovation 

• South Dakota Art Museum Harvey Dunn Gallery addition  

 

This list excludes athletics facilities and infrastructure projects. 
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SUMMATION 
 

The requested state investment will advance IMPACT 2018, the University’s five-year strategic plan.  The 

initiatives emerge as important to enhancing affordability, improving the success of students, moving 

research into trans-disciplinary and interdisciplinary operations where complex problems are effectively 

addressed and addressing future health and wellness workforce needs.  The initiatives are: 
 

• Affordability; 

• Student Success; 

• Research and Commercialization Infrastructure; and 

• Health and Wellness Workforce Development. 

 

These requests strengthen student success and improve access through affordability and also address the 

need for improved hard and soft research infrastructure, including the interdisciplinary Bioscience and 

Engineering Research Laboratory, to enable teams of faculty scientists to succeed in addressing grand 

challenges solved as the intersection of the disciplines. 

 

The ongoing General Funds request in FY17 for South Dakota State University proper is $14,448,401, 

and the request for one-time funds in FY17 is $7,158,254. 

 

The FY17 submission from South Dakota State University includes complementary narratives from the 

South Dakota Agriculture Experiment Station and SDSU Extension. The AES request includes $380,298 

in recurring funds for 3.0 FTEs and another $580,000 in one-time funds. Extension requests $520,500 in 

ongoing funds for six positions. 
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FY17 Informal Budget Request 
SDSU Agricultural Experiment Station 

 

 

South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station: Human capital for research 

to build economic development and value-added agriculture and agribusiness 
 Base General Funds ................................................................................... $380,298 

 Budget FTE ...........................................................................................................3.0 

 One-time General Funds .............................................................................$580,000 

 

At least 20 percent of South Dakota’s gross state product is linked to agriculture. Agriculture 

figures prominently as an industry sector targeted for economic development in The South 

Dakota Science and Innovation Strategy.1 The biological sciences and natural resources, both 

integral to the SDSU Agricultural Experiment Station’s (SDSU-AES) scope of research, add 

further potential for economic development.  The responsiveness of SDSU-AES to the Science 

and Innovation Strategy focuses on the targeted industry sectors of value-added agriculture and 

agribusiness, energy and environment, and human health and nutrition.  The SDSU-AES Fiscal 

Year 2017 budget request seeks recurring funds to build human intellectual capital to contribute 

to the targeted industry sectors and one-time funds for establishing these scientists’ research 

programs. This new intellectual capacity will bring enduring value to the South Dakota 

economy.   

Human capital investment for South Dakota science and innovation 

Precision Agriculture adoption in farming and food production is still in an early stage of 

growth; it will generate value-added and agribusiness growth for many years to come. New 

intellectual capacity within SDSU-AES — specifically 1.25 FTE — will be utilized for 

researching and designing strategies that will add further value: 0.5 FTE dedicated toward 

economic strategies that optimize farm profitability in precision agriculture-driven production 

and marketing and 0.75 FTE for research at the Dakota Lakes Field Research Station to integrate 

precision agriculture methods and technologies into South Dakota conservation tillage systems.  

Precision agriculture is becoming the next shift in the food production paradigm, after the green 

revolution.  Rapid advances in farming equipment technology have strengthened industries 

located in South Dakota (Raven Industries, for example), have driven a high rate of economic 

activity through technologically advanced precision agriculture equipment sales and services, 

and have created high demand for advanced agronomic knowledge and innovation that permits 

South Dakota farming sectors to fully capture the economic potential of precision farming.  To 

accomplish this, SDSU-AES is well prepared with expertise in engineering, soil science, plant 

physiology, plant pathology and field station capacity.  But critical expertise gaps remain in both 

the economics of precision agriculture production and markets and in successful adaptation to 

the conservation cultivation methods development of which South Dakota is a recognized leader.   

Farming ecosystems: pollinators and sustainable cropping systems.  South Dakota is among the 

top honey producing states in the United States; yet its pollinator colonies are suffering severe 

losses. Sustainable cropping systems provide an opportunity to rotate oilseed bioenergy crop 

1 2020 Vision: The South Dakota Science and Innovation Strategy.  SD EPSCoR REACH Committee.  April 2013. 
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varieties, such as Ethiopian mustard, that potentially support pollinator vitality and generate 

supplemental cash flow for growers. Investing in 0.5 new FTE divided between two foci of work 

will direct research toward resolving the pollinator crisis in South Dakota. One-quarter (0.25) 

FTE will close a gap in the SDSU-AES capacity to research integration of pollinator population 

health into cropping systems, especially those that include alternative biofuel crops. Another 

0.25 FTE will develop dynamic pollinator-plant strategies to integrate into rotational cropping 

systems.  

Grasslands, habitat and natural resources.  Wildlife habitat is of recognized importance in 

South Dakota, as are its grasslands and other natural resources.  SDSU-AES has a responsibility 

for research in these areas, just as it has in primary production agriculture; indeed, AES faculty 

research how to integrate primary production and natural resource management objectives most 

profitably and sustainably. A total of 0.75 FTE is requested to address two areas in which AES 

completely lacks human resource for research:  0.25 FTE directed toward conservation grassland 

biology research and 0.5 FTE directed toward natural resource economics research. 

Animal health and nutrition. The growing South Dakota pork industry offers a tremendous 

opportunity to add value to crops grown in South Dakota. The wide public and private support 

for the new Swine Education and Research Facility under construction at SDSU attests to the 

expectation of a growing research contribution of SDSU-AES to the industry’s ability to 

generate added-value.  Current swine nutrition research capacity comprises merely 0.8 FTE; 

another 0.5 FTE is requested to increase total swine nutrition research capacity of 1.3 FTE to 

fully utilize the new Swine Education and Research Facility as it nears completion.   

 

Funding summary for initiative in precision agriculture science and innovation 

Base funding  

 $   380,298  Human capital 

 $   380,298 Total base funding 

 

One-time funding  

 $   580,000 New faculty scientist start-up costs  

  $   580,000 Total one-time funding 
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FY17 Informal Budget Request 
SDSU Extension 

 

SDSU Extension:  Human Capital Capacity 
Base General Funds ........................................................................................................$ 520,500 

Budget equivalent FTE ..............................................................................................................6.0 
 

The FY17 budget request for SDSU Extension is a human capital capacity request that focuses on hiring 

six field specialist positions in critical need areas.  The request calls for $520,500 in ongoing General 

Fund appropriation to complete the hiring of field specialist vacancies.   

 

Background. The 2011 SDSU Extension staffing model established positions for 65 field specialist, 34 

faculty specialists and 17 FTEs for 4-H advisors.   

Of the 65 Field Specialist positions established, 60 percent of the FTEs were allocated to agricultural 

program areas and 40 percent to youth, family and community development program areas.  In the last 

three years, financial resources have been committed to maintaining campus faculty appointments and    

4-H advisor positions at the county level.  Faculty positions are split appointments that carry a majority 

Extension assignment and a supportive Agricultural Experiment Station assignment.  Maintaining this 

connection to established research is critical for Extension outreach credibility and relevance. Citizen 

support of 4-H is strong, and prioritizing the full staffing of 4-H advisor positions has been critically 

important for facilitating the daily implementation of 4-H curriculum, events and activities that are 

deemed important by county commissions, citizens and stakeholders.   

 

Because of the erosive effects of a flat federal budget and federal salary shortfall on state salary policy, 

the field specialist positions have not been fully staffed.  Today, 34 of the 65 Field Specialist FTE are 

filled.  As a result, SDSU Extension is stretching itself beyond capacity to meet increasing requests for 

expertise and facilitative assistance in critical need areas that include water quality, soil health, youth 

workforce and leadership development, food safety, and confined animal systems.   

 

The 2013 SDSU Extension Benchmark Survey identified that Extension’s ability to offer competitive 

salaries and to recruit the most talented staff was instrumental to its success.  And, while the online 

presence and constituent use of the iGrow portal is growing exponentially, the continued need for staff 

expertise and personal relationship-building is critical.  As a result, continued success is contingent upon 

the ability to recruit additional field specialists at competitive salaries.  Acknowledging that staffing all 65 

field specialist positions is not financially feasible at this time, an adjusted goal of 45 field specialist 

positions has been identified.  An increase in state base appropriation would enable SDSU Extension to 

make progress toward this adjusted staffing goal.   

 

A base increase of $520,500 would accommodate six field specialist FTE in critical need areas:       

 4-H  (two FTEs – youth workforce development and youth leadership development); 

 Food Safety; 

 Soil Health; 

 Confined Animal Systems; and 

 Water Resource Management.   

 

These positions would optimize partnerships that SDSU Extension has developed with the South Dakota 

Department of Health, the South Dakota Department of Agriculture, the Natural Resources Conservation 

Service and Mitchell Technical Institute.   
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FY2017 Informal Budget  
Hearings Summary  

Economic Development & Research
USD Discovery District
Creation of the USD Discovery District has shown the value of university and 
private sector partnerships for fostering economic development. Recently 
a California-based company, NanoBlood LLC, has announced it will use 
the GEAR Center’s cGMP services to continue the development of its nano 
red blood cell product.  If product testing is successful, NanoBlood plans a 
110,000-square-foot facility in the USD Discovery District. The District also is 
planning its first privately developed facility offering research and production 
space for multiple companies.

The USD Discovery District requests funding for: 

• Marketing to attract additional companies

• Professional services for building projects

• Developing, operating and maintaining the physical park

• Staffing for these activities

The Discovery District is a partnership between USD, the Board of Regents, 
Forward Sioux Falls and the City of Sioux Falls. USD is seeking half of the 
funding from state appropriations and will raise the other half from the  
other partners.

USD Discovery District: $300,000 ongoing

GEAR Center and BME Expansion
The current GEAR building is full. The second GEAR wing is needed to expand 
the biomedical engineering program. USD proposes:

• Completion of the second wing of the GEAR Center, with a 50-50 split  
of state and private funding.

• Expand Biomedical Engineering to include undergraduate students, 
bolstering the STEM workforce. 

GEAR Center and Biomedical Engineering Expansion:   
$1,176,626, 3.0 FTE ongoing
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Research Support Areas
USD has focused research efforts in areas of existing and emerging strength. In the STEM areas 
these include material research and applications; brain and behavioral research; basic mechanisms 
of disease, infection and immunity; tissue scaffolding and promotion of healing; and the food-
energy-water nexus along the Missouri River valley. These studies require sophisticated equipment 
such as spectrometers, chromatographs and microscopes to look at cells, molecules and atoms in 
exquisite detail. USD’s departments of biology, chemistry, physics and biomedical sciences utilize 
these tools.

Support for research also is found in requests for building-level power conditioning 
(uninterruptable power supply), laboratory HVAC, and IT resources for large-scale computation  
and data transfer and storage. Focus areas:

• Materials and advanced manufacturing: Biomedical applications (antimicrobial materials, 
drug delivery materials, etc.), energy capture, phosphor materials, and materials for 
underground detectors at SUR.

• Neuroscience and behavioral research: Focus on stress, including PTSD in combat veterans. 
Other stress involves drug and alcohol use, brain injury and neurodegenerative diseases.

• Other biomedical sciences: Infection and immunity to viruses and bacteria, including 
vaccine development and creating tests to screen for infections. Also, basic research into the 
molecular mechanisms of disease common to heart disease, neurological diseases and cancer. 

Priority 1 Infrastructure, Personnel & Equipment:  $648,960, 6.0 FTE ongoing;  
   $1.395 million one-time

High Performance Computing Cluster
USD proposes to revamp its existing high performance computing (HPC) cluster to enable the next 
generation of computationally-assisted research. Utilization of the existing HPC cluster has grown 
from 18 users consuming 58,000 CPU hours in 2009 to 44 users consuming over 2 million CPU-hours 
in 2014. Student usage has grown from 5 students in 2011 to 38 in 2014. USD’s HPC cluster directly 
contributed to 25 scientific publications in the past 3 years. 

USD’s next generation HPC cluster will:

• Enable USD scientists to perform analyses requiring higher capacity HPC resources 
at national laboratories such as NSF’s Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery 
Environment (XSEDE).  

• Support data-intensive science endeavors identified in South Dakota EPSCoR’s 2020 
Vision: The South Dakota Science and Innovation Strategy including Dr. Dongming 
Mei’s Underground Science and Advanced Materials group, Dr. Dmitri Kilin’s Advanced 
Materials and Renewal Energy group, and the INBRE Bioinformatics Core. 

• Provide a modern HPC environment at a scale appropriate for USD including 
capabilities not currently available.

Research – High Performance Computing Cluster: $500,000 one-time

Economic Development & Research (cont.)
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Student Success

Veterans Center
USD is committed to serving veterans and their families. In 
the fall of 2012 the USD Veterans Center was opened with 
one-time funding from the Department of Military and 
Veterans Affairs. Currently USD is unable to keep the full-time 
director’s position, however a graduate assistant is working 
to keep the center open with very limited resources.

USD proposes to secure funding so the Veteran’s Center can 
meet the unique needs of our veteran population. In the 
spring of 2015, USD veterans, dependents, National Guard 
and reservists totaled 644. The center was used mostly 
for studying, computer use and tutoring. A recent study 
of veterans at USD identified unmet needs in recruiting, 
orientation, tutoring and academic resources.

USD requests ongoing funding for a Veteran’s Center director and programming. Additionally, 
USD wants to add a counselor to meet the unique counseling needs of veterans, specializing in 
the areas of prolonged exposure therapy, cognitive processing therapy and cognitive behavioral 
therapy for insomnia.

Veteran’s Center:  $151,244, 2.0 FTE ongoing

Counseling Center
The University of South Dakota Student Counseling Center provides a 
confidential setting in which students may explore concerns and challenges, 
and it provides prevention services. Last year USD had a 24% increase in 
students requesting services from the counseling center, and the mental 
health concerns continue to be more severe. Research shows that this is an 
ongoing, national trend. 

Additionally, the university is required to expand its prevention and training 
efforts in order to comply with Title IX. Significant efforts will be required to 
implement training for all students, faculty and staff. 

USD requests funds to hire additional counselors to meet the increasing 
requests and severity of student needs. Additionally, to ensure compliance 
with Title IX requirements, a prevention specialist will be hired.

Counseling Center: $181,944, 2.0 FTE ongoing
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Technology
Currently USD has 1,276 Mbps of Internet1 bandwidth. This is inadequate to support our 
academic mission as it is a shared resource between all academic areas on campus and  
our student residential areas.  We are asking for an increase of 1,000 Mbps in the amount  
of $113,200 annually.

An additional $215,000 one-time is being requested to connect USD to REED once it is 
upgraded to 100Gbps. An additional $1,500,000 will be required in future years to upgrade 
USD’s campus backbone from 10Gbps to 100Gbps and connect four research buildings to 
the backbone.  

Bandwidth – $113,200 ongoing
Research, Education & Economic Development Network (REED) Equipment – 

$215,000 to $1,715,000 one-time

Student Success (cont.)

I.D. Weeks Library Transformation
The University of South Dakota has made notable 
progress improving student success and retention.  
By co-locating the Academic Commons into the  
I.D. Weeks Library, USD will build on the Modern  
Learning Center concept and continue to improve  
the retention and persistence of our students.

Measures of Success:

•  Academic and Career Planning Center: National Survey of Student Engagement indicates 
student satisfaction with advising is on an upward trend since the co-location.

•  Student Athlete Success Center: Nearly half of the student athletes earned a 3.25 GPA or 
higher.  Thirteen USD teams have Academic Progress Rate scores at or above the national 
average for their sport.  Persistence rate for USD’s student-athletes has climbed from 74.8% in 
2011-12 academic year to 85.7% after the 2012-13 academic year.

•  Center for Academic & Global Engagement: Students who are involved in programs such as 
undergraduate research, service learning and study abroad graduate at higher rates and have 
higher GPAs. Participation has increased 32% since the co-location of CAGE.

Next Steps:

• Move the testing center to the Modern Learning Center to make it more accessible.

• Locate the Center for Teaching and Learning in the Modern Learning Center as part of a 
conscious strategy to have faculty interact with students.

• Create modern archival space for the South Dakota Oral History Center, giving student 
researchers access to significant primary source material. 

• Take the first step in a phased renovation process that will ultimately result in more group-
learning and collaborative study spaces throughout the Modern Learning Center.

Transform Library to a Modern Learning Center (phase 2 of 3):  $5 million (one-time)
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Academic Programming

Center for the Prevention of Child Maltreatment 
The University of South Dakota proposes a Center for the Prevention 
of Child Maltreatment to lead statewide efforts to implement 
recommendations from the Legislature and Jolene’s Law Task Force on 
preventing and treating child maltreatment:

1. In partnership with other academic institutions and professional 
organizations in the state, develop competencies and curricula for 
various levels of learners and practitioners.

2. Create new degree programs at Board of Regents (BoR) institutions 
addressing child maltreatment.  

3. Provide assistance/expertise to BoR institutions on revising existing 
or creating new courses in disciplines where training as a mandatory 
reporter is required.

4. Lead and develop research areas on addressing child maltreatment.

5. Develop and submit inter-professional grant proposals for research 
and practice related to treating and preventing child maltreatment in 
South Dakota. 

The Center would be led by a 12-month full professor (associate 
professor at a minimum) in social work and/or public health who is 
an expert in child maltreatment issues with strong research and grant 
experience. The position is expected to lead inter-professional teams at 
USD and across the state.   

Center for the Prevention of Child Maltreatment: $170,725,  
1.0 FTE ongoing; $250,000 one-time
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South Dakota School for the Blind And Visually Impaired 
& South Dakota School for the Deaf 

Budget Hearing 
 
 
PROJECT WORKING TITLE:  CONSULTATION CONNECTION 
 
BASE FUNDING REQUEST:      $50,000 
 
DETAIL: 
The South Dakota School for the Blind and the South Dakota School for the Deaf provide 
expert consultation to local school districts across the state with the purpose of supporting 
students who are blind/visually impaired or deaf/hard of hearing.  Because most South 
Dakota school districts do not employ specialists in sensory loss, SDSBVI and SDSD 
personnel become the specialists on the IEP teams.  Under federal law, all members of 
a child’s educational team must be active members of an IEP team. 
 
SDSBVI’s strategic priorities include: 

1. Expand statewide outreach services to ensure effective support for children 
within their homes, schools, and communities. 

2. Build a network of resources with high competency in vision needs assessment 
and accommodations. 

3. Increase statewide understanding of the SDSBVI roles and responsibilities as 
a resource for children in need of specialized vision services. 

 
SDSD’s strategic priorities include: 

1. Expand and enhance service supports to assure equitable access to 
consultative and direct services statewide. 

2. Expand educational opportunities for parents, school personnel, and 
community leaders to support the needs of children who are deaf and hard of 
hearing. 

3. Build the understanding of the roles and responsibilities of the SDSD as a 
partner with parents, schools, and communities in meeting the educational 
needs of children. 
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The two special schools will develop a Demonstration Project designed to provide 
local school districts with increased access to our specialists.  Project design 
would include the following elements: 

1. Identification of school districts (of various sizes) across South Dakota who 
currently are served by the two schools. 

2. Selection of partnering school districts who are willing to use distance 
technology to bring our specialists to the table during the IEP meetings and for 
teacher training at their site. 

3. Provision of laptops with cameras and necessary software to make the 
connections. 

4. Provision of upgrades to technology used by outreach specialists. 
5. Provision of training as appropriate. 
6. Development of a MOU with participating districts (approximately 8-10 total). 
7. Gather data from parents, school administrators, teachers, and outreach 

specialists. 
 
OUTCOMES 
Through this demonstration project we will learn: 

1. The impact of the outreach specialists’ access in the IEP process and teacher 
training as measured by the Department of Education compliance monitoring. 

2. The benefits to students and their parents/guardians of having the outreach 
specialist available in the IEP process and available for teacher training as 
measured by satisfaction surveys. 

3. Barriers and strategies needed to overcome remote technology interface in 
IEP meetings and training opportunities by outreach specialists measured by 
school district satisfaction assessment. 

4. Cost savings gained as measured by evaluation of total units of outreach 
services delivered and reduction of cost per unit of consultation delivered. 
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FY17 System Budget Priorities 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Need Based Scholarship Funding 
 Base General Funds .................................................................................$3,000,000 

 FTE. ............................................................................................................. 0.0 FTE 

 

Access and affordability continue to be critical issues confronting higher education requiring states 

to make investments to ensure that academically accomplished students are afforded the 

opportunity for earning a college degree.  When considering that approximately 66% of all new 

jobs over the next decade will require some form of postsecondary credential, the emphasis on 

improving higher education access and affordability will continue to be a critical concern for the 

United States and South Dakota.  To address this issue, many states have made significant 

investments in comprehensive scholarship programs that emphasize need-based components 

designed to ensure that needy students are not discouraged from pursuing a postsecondary degree.  

However, when compared to other states, South Dakota1 has been ranked at the bottom (currently 

ranked 49th just in front of Wyoming) when comparing the average per student general funding 

allocations used to provide need-based financial support to students.    

 

The state took the appropriate steps during the 2013 Legislative session when the passage of Senate 

Bill 237 created the South Dakota Need Based Scholarship Program (SDNBSP) placing $1.5 

million into the Education Enhancement Trust Fund.  The annual earnings from the endowment 

are expected to generate $60,000 each year that can be used to support needy students and, as these 

funds are being generated, the legislature allocated $200,0002 in one-time funds to fund the 

program in FY14, $175,000 in FY15, and then $150,000 in FY16.  The SDNBSP provides 

postsecondary institutions in South Dakota the ability to leverage these funds to provide assistance 

to those students with the highest portion of unmet need.  This means that even though overall Pell 

eligibility at an institution is influential in determining funding allocations (guaranteeing that those 

with the highest percentage of needy students receive a large portion of the funds), the level of 

unmet financial need serves as the primary mechanism for award allocations.  This decentralized 

approach places decision making authority in the hands of financial aid directors who have the 

most intimate knowledge of their students’ need.  These personnel have access to student FASFA 

applications and existing grant and aid decisions that are already in place at the institution.   

 

Despite the creation of the SDNBSP in 2013, South Dakota should take additional steps to help 

students and families obtain the financial resources needed to address the affordability gab. When 

comparing the SDNBSP funding amount to surrounding states, only Wyoming provides funding 

at a rate lower than South Dakota when supporting students in their need-based program (see Table 

1 for a depiction of need-based funding allocations in surrounding states).  When comparing the 

total state general fund allocation against the total number of Pell eligible students, the $200,000 

1 In the most recent version of Measuring Up, South Dakota received an “F” on its state report card for “Affordability,” 

with authors of the report noting two primary justifications including the fact that: 1) working-class and families below 

the poverty level were required to devote 30% of their income to support the cost of a child’s postsecondary education 

even after aid; and 2) the state continues to devote no general appropriations toward the investment of a need-based 

financial aid system. 
2 Senate 237 stipulated that $1.5 million in one-time funding be placed in the Education Enhancement Trust Fund, and 

no more than 4% of the accrued value from the fund may be drawn out each year to support the program.  To ensure 

funding for students during the 2013-14 academic year, the legislature approved an allocation of $200,000 in 

emergency funding for FY14 only.   
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average for FY14-16 provides an approximately $12.80 for every needy student.  When comparing 

this total against the per-student allocation for eligible students, even Wyoming surpasses our 

support with $21.28.  These figures pale in comparison when evaluating the financial supported 

provided by states like North Dakota ($698), Colorado ($658), or Minnesota ($1,113) which have 

made sizable investments over the past few decades to support financially challenged families.     

 

Table 1 

Total Grant & Aid Funding for Surrounding States Based on Total Enrollments Receiving 

Pell Awards 
State Need-Based 

Funding1 

Merit Based 

Funding 

Total Grant 

Funding 

Pell Eligible 

Students 

Need Funding 

Per Pell Eligible 

Student 

South Dakota $200,000 $4,011,000 $4,011,000 15,629 $12.80 

North Dakota $9,193,000 $3,005,000 $12,198,000 13,156 $698.77 

Wyoming $167,000 $14,965,000 $15,132,000 7,849 $21.28 

Colorado $67,332,000 $9,603,000 $76,935,000 102,266 $658.40 

Iowa $48,854,000 $8,995,000 $57,849,000 152,554 $320.24 

Minnesota $119,894,000 $10,659,000 $130,553,000 107,688 $1,113.35 

Montana 5,288,000 $3,701,000 $8,989,000 16,857 $313.70 

Nebraska $14,948,000 $724,000 $15,672,000 34,895 $428.37 

Total/Average $265,676,000  $55,663,000 $321,339,000 450,894 $589.22 

      

 

Average Net Price of Attendance 

Not only are needy students likely to make college-going decisions based on a lack of financial 

means, students with significant academic ability are more likely to be recruited out of state, as 

states with comprehensive need-based programs have the capacity to offer competitive financial 

aid packages.  It is not uncommon for students to make postsecondary decisions by comparing 

grant and aid awards, and pursue attendance at an institution (private or public) outside the state 

despite a higher overall net price.  The ability for postsecondary institutions in South Dakota to 

add to Pell, state merit, and foundation awards is critical for retaining top students with limited 

financial means.  Federal IPEDs data are critical for helping to depict the significant hurdle that 

postsecondary institutions in South Dakota face in the future as surrounding states and peer 

institutions are able to expand financial support for needy students.    

 

In 2011, the U.S. Department of Education required that all institutions receiving federal 

funding develop college cost calculators that provide students/parents with a clear representation 

of the total yearly cost of attendance. The calculators are effective at presenting an accurate picture 

for prospective students, but also portray the additional cost that a family must contribute outside 

of federally subsidized loans.  Comparing the Average net price for Regental institutions against 

their peers this past year tells only half the story when it comes to the true cost of attendance.  The 

overall net price at these institutions is slightly lower for three institutions (SDSM&T, SDSU, & 

USD), however when compared against the median institutional grant/aid provided it is evident 

that peers provide significantly more in grant/aid to students to more than make up the cost 

difference (see Table 2).  For example, the average net price to attend USD this past year was $378 
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less than the average for its institutional peers; however, those same peers awarded $2,600 more 

in grant/aid to each of their students.  Utilization of the net price calculator by any student seeking 

to determine which institution provides the most affordable sticker price is increasingly likely to 

encourage families to pursue postsecondary opportunities outside the state.  This issue is further 

complicated as an ever growing population of students are beginning to experience difficulty 

obtaining the necessary funds needed to attend and persist in college.  While many might argue 

that degree attainment is a “private vs. public good,” more middle income families are 

experiencing increasing hardships when it comes to covering the total cost of attendance.  This 

requires that families must pursue commercial loans which have significantly higher interest rates.   

 
Table 2 

Comparison of Average Net Price for Regental Institution Peers against the Average 

Grant/Aid Awards Available to Students. 

 Average Net Price Average Grant/Aid Awards 

 Institution Peers Difference Institution Peers Difference 

BHSU $12,738 $12,068 $670 $3,960 $6,964 -$3,004 

DSU $11,764 $11,213 $551 $3,809 $5,606 -$1,797 

NSU $11,224 $8,992 $2,232 $4,364 $5,303 -$939 

SDSM&T $13,397 $14,886 -$1,489 $4,128 $7,338 -$3,210 

SDSU $12,815 $13,253 -$438 $4,089 $6,336 -$2,247 

USD $12,961 $13,339 -$378 $4,609 $7,286 -$2,677 

       

 

Base Funding Request Proposal 

It is evident that a sizable pool of state general funds would be necessary to establish a 

viable need-based scholarship program when considering that the average allocation in just the 

surrounding states is $589 per student. To begin addressing this inequity, the Board of Regents are 

requesting $3 million in base funds to provide financial support to needy students at the six 

Regental institutions.   
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2% M&R Goal – State HEFF Match 
 Base General Funds .................................................................................$2,049,648

 FTE .......................................................................................................................0.0 

 

The goal is to increase the level of funding for state academic facilities for maintenance so they 

are safe, efficient, comfortable, welcoming and appropriate for a contemporary education.   The 

goal is to reach an annual investment of 2 percent of the building replacement values.  This 

investment will be year four of the proposed four year plan. 

 

The funding for M&R for the universities comes from two sources: a student fee of $2.76 per 

credit hour or $82.80 per full-time student and 20% of tuition which is invested in M&R through 

HEFF.  Maintenance and repair needs have been a longstanding issue for the Board of Regents as 

the current funding level fails to cover the needs.  Projects are delayed due to lack of funding, thus 

creating a growing backlog of deferred maintenance.  Deferred maintenance not only leads to 

additional expenses generated by lack of appropriate care, but also jeopardizes the safety of 

occupants and functionality and usefulness of the facilities.  The maintenance and repair backlog 

for FY15 is $74,484,857.   

 

In FY94, the students supported a $1.00 increase in the university support fee to support 

maintenance and repair at the universities if the State would match the fee.   In the session of 1993, 

and for several years thereafter, the Board requested the match from the State as part of its budget.  

The Board felt compelled to implement the fee without the State match to address the growing 

backlog of maintenance and repair.   Today the fee is $1.64 per credit hour and will generate 

approximately $1,006,281 this year for maintenance and repair.   During the 2007 legislative 

session, an additional $1.12 was added to the student fee to generate a revenue stream to finance a 

bond issue for $8,590,269 for critical life safety projects.  This bond commitment requires an 

annual payment of around $670,000.   

 

Today, the board is investing about 1.8 percent annually into M&R based on the academic facility 

replacement value which is $1,260,246,417.   The national standard is between 2 percent and 3 

percent of replacement value, assuming a 50-year life cycle for buildings and their systems.  The 

dollars generated for M&R investment grows with any increase in credit hours.  The amounts 

provided to the institutions are based on a formula that allocates the funds using replacement values 

and academic square footage.   

 

In the past, the Board has increased the amount going into the M&R account by 5 - 6% each year.  

The amount will be increased in FY17 by 4.4% due to the smaller increase in tuition. We need to 

invest $25.2M annually to reach 2%.  The Board of Regents proposes the State provide base dollars 

totaling $2,049,648 for year four of the four year plan.  The yearly need will vary due to 

fluctuations in credit hours, replacement values, etc.  With a state match being added every year, 

the total M&R allocation at the end of the 4 year period will equal approximately 2.0%. 
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Affordability – Tuition Freeze 
 Base General Funds .................................................................................$5,641,437

 FTE .......................................................................................................................0.0 

 

The goal is to keep the cost of higher education reasonable.  Additional state funding in areas such 

as salary policy, health insurance, and operating inflation will allow us to hold tuition increases 

for state-support resident students to zero.   

  

College is an investment in the future.  This investment not only provides an economic return, but 

also provides other benefits, including employment, better health and lifestyle choices, improved 

family life and enhanced performance of children in schools, civic involvement, and greater 

opportunities for the next generation.  Some of these benefits are derived directly from the better 

opportunities from employment and earnings potential, but others are derived from learning to use 

critical thinking skills and making informed decisions throughout life. 

 

The cost to deliver education continues to increase each year with salary and benefits being the 

major cost drivers.  In the past 10 years, tuition and mandatory fees have increased by 63.7%, 

going from an annual cost of $5,178.22 in FY05 to $8,475.00 in FY16 for an undergraduate 

resident.  Due to these types of increases, in FY15 only Minnesota ranked higher in tuition and 

mandatory fees in our region than South Dakota. 

 

Many states have had to increase tuition significantly to make up for losses in state appropriations.  

The following data generated by the State Higher Education Executive Officers Organization 

(SHEEO) compares state appropriations and net tuition revenues. The data illustrate that the 

surrounding states support higher education at a much higher level than South Dakota.  You will 

note almost an inverse relationship between appropriations per FTE and tuition revenues. The U.S. 

average funding per FTE is $6,552. 
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Source: SHEEO State Higher Education Finance (SHEF) Report, 2013 

(SHEF data adjusted for enrollment mix and cost of living, so numbers may differ from SD’s Fact Book) 

 

In many states freezing tuition accompanied by an increase in state appropriations has been the 

answer to ensuring access to more affordable higher education.  States such as Montana, 

Minnesota, Iowa, and Wisconsin to name a few, have implemented tuition freezes in light of 

increased state funding.  

 

The number one driver of tuition and fee increases are increases in salary policy, health insurance, 

and inflation.  Personal services make up the majority of a university budget.  The following 

proposal would freeze tuition and fees for resident on-campus students by increasing state funding 

in these areas.  The scenario assumes a 3% salary policy with an additional 1% salary 

competitiveness increase and operating expense inflation.  The increase covers the need on tuition, 

GAF, USF and program fees. Increases to room and board, self-support tuition, distance learning 

(including the Centers) and non-resident tuition would still be necessary to cover salary policy and 

inflation on the portion of the budget covered with these revenues.   Any additional unforeseen 

increases, such as an increase to health insurance beyond the projected 10%, could result in either 

an adjustment to this request or an increase in tuition.  This request does not include the portion of 

the budget supported with general funds.  The state-funded compensation package would be in 

addition to this request. 

 

Resident Tuition Freeze  $4,469,986 

1% Salary Enhancement  $1,171,451  

Total Request                  $5,641,437 

 
Note:  Subject to refinement when final FY16 budgets and tuition projections are available. 
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Performance Funding 
 Base General Funds .................................................................................$1,000,000

 FTE .......................................................................................................................0.0 

 

Linking performance of the state universities to state goals for workforce and economic 

development provides a mechanism to target investments and measure outcomes.  Many states are 

using performance based funding that ties funding to outcomes.  Performance funding attempts to 

link policy priorities with a means for holding systems and institutions accountable for 

performance that supports those priorities. Mindful of these priorities, a model is being proposed 

that would reward institutions for improving performance in the following areas: 1) producing 

more graduates; and 2) improving first year student retention.  Funds made available through the 

performance funding pool would be targeted toward campus student success initiatives that could 

continue to improve the two critical metrics identified by the board in their 2020 Strategic Plan.   

 

In recent decades, SDBOR has pursued several approaches for emphasizing institutional 

performance as a factor in resource allocation.  Most recently, the Board managed a pool of 

$500,000 that was used for rewarding institutions on a set of student performance indicators 

selected by system campuses. This program was eliminated in 2010 when the Legislature targeted 

this pool of funds during the resolution of the final budget for FY2011. That following year, the 

availability of one-time funds brought about the consideration of a performance-based incentive 

system for Regental institutions, and SDBOR staff developed a framework for a computational 

model; whereby a portion of institutions’ current base budgets were “recaptured” by the system, 

and then combined with funds from a one-time appropriation from the Legislature.  Together, these 

sources constitute the complete performance fund pool that were redistributed on the basis of 

graduate production.  

 

Under the proposed approach institutions would compete for performance dollars available in the 

pool using a system that rewards graduate production and retention percentages. This pool could be 

matched by campus base dollars growing the pool to $2.0M.  Consistent with the previous model 

employed in the Regental system, the model would compare a three-year average from FY09-11 

with the most recent three years, FY 12-14.  The three-year analysis would be updated each year 

to include the most recent years.  The student retention model would compare the past three-year 

average with the most recent three years and measure improvements in the percentage of students 

retained from the first year of study to the second year.  In each section, growth would be rewarded 

by dollars per performance unit times the total amount of the gain. The end result would be a 

budget request that rewards performance gains in each of two primary student success metrics.  

Failure to improve performance would result in no gain in performance funding.   

 

The base dollars requested of $1.0M would allow the Board to establish a performance pool.  That 

pool could be matched by institutional base dollars making the performance fund a $2.0M pool.    
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National Guard and State Employee Tuition Support 
 Base General Funds ....................................................................................$258,286

 FTE .......................................................................................................................0.0 

 
The Tuition Structure Review Committee has been looking for ways to simplify our tuition and fee 

structure.  Our current structure of charging tuition, GAF, USF, and discipline fees by the credit 

hour is cumbersome and often confusing to students.   Almost two years ago the committee suggested 

rolling USF into tuition to simplify our tuition and fee structure and be more transparent to students 

and their families.  The change would have required a change to the HEFF statute and had several other 

drawbacks which simply outweighed the benefits of the change. Since the original idea, the creation 

of the non-resident university support fee (USF), which further complicates our tuition and fee 

structure, and changes to the federal tuition assistance programs have prompted us to reconsider the 

idea.   This idea was presented to the Board in December of 2014, but was put on hold given the loss 

of tuition dollars.  This request will allow the change to move forward if the state appropriates the 

tuition loss related to state employees and National Guard members.  

 

Rolling the USF fee into tuition would simplify our tuition and fee structure and make our cost 

more transparent.  The university support fee is currently $93.80 per credit hour for residents and 

$110.25 for non-residents at BHSU/DSU/NSU and $117.45 at SDSM&T/SDSU/USD.  The 

university support fee uses are similar to tuition.  Many of the dollars are used to support faculty, 

staff and instructional support.  This fee is difficult to explain to parents and students because it is 

essentially the same as tuition.  Rolling USF into tuition is a logical approach to simplification.     

 
The change would also assist military personnel to maximize their reimbursement for tuition 

assistance.  We have 412 active duty military students that would benefit from rolling USF into tuition.  

The active duty military personnel currently do not get reimbursed for fees under the federal tuition 

assistance rules.  Making USF part of the tuition rate will allow military personnel to get reimbursed 

for a greater portion of their costs.  The benefits of combining the university support fee with tuition 

at this time would improve federal tuition assistance reimbursement for military students by about 

$281.40 per three hour course.   

 

We have 251 National Guard students that get a 50% tuition reduction.  Rolling USF into tuition would 

mean that they would get a bigger tuition break.  The National Guard revenue loss would be around 

$222,751, again, because they would get a 50% reduction on a bigger base.  Currently, we are offsetting 

USF and GAF instead of tuition, allowing National Guard members to get the highest reimbursement 

possible from their federal tuition assistance program.  With the proposed change, National Guard 

members receiving federal tuition assistance would get an additional benefit of $110.85 per three hour 
course.   

 

State employees, and teachers would get a greater discount based on current statute which provides a 

50% “tuition” reduction. The estimated revenue loss that comes with the bigger discount would be 
$35,535.   

 

This request is for $258,286 to cover the tuition loss for state employees and National Guard members.  

The federal tuition assistance benefit increase to National Guard members and active duty personnel 
would be well beyond this amount.   
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American Indian Education and Outreach 
 Base General Funds ......................................................................................$75,332 

 FTE. ............................................................................................................. 0.0 FTE 

 

The goal is to develop a system-wide plan to strengthen retention of American Indian students.  In 

Fall 2011 the system admitted 159 American Indian students and in Fall 2012, 90 of these students 

were enrolled for a retention rate of 57%.  At the same time, 4,616 freshmen were admitted into 

the system Fall 2011 and 3,493 in Fall 2012 for a retention rate of 76%.  Thus, retention of 

American Indian students is 19 percentage points lower than all students.  This discrepancy must 

be addressed. 

 

The fact that postsecondary educational attainment among American Indians is low should come 

as no surprise given the myriad of disadvantages faced by this group across their lifespan. 

Regardless of their origin, these disadvantages are pervasive, persistent, and in many cases 

insurmountable. The CDC’s National Center for Health Statistics (2012) reports that, among major 

racial or ethnic groups, American Indians account for the highest rates of teenage childbearing 

(18.0 percent of live births in 2008), no prenatal care during the first trimester (55.8 percent of live 

births in 2008), and no health insurance coverage (44.0 percent of the population under 65 years 

of age in 2010). An astounding 65.8 percent of live births among American Indians are to 

unmarried mothers, compared to only 35.7 percent among whites (Ibid). In further comparison 

with whites, American Indians experience markedly higher rates of infant-neonatal-postneonatal 

mortality, no visits to healthcare offices or clinics by children under 18 years of age, illicit drug 

use by persons 12 years or older, and reduced access to medical services (Ibid).  All other 

disadvantages aside, these risk factors alone can be crippling to postsecondary readiness. 
 

Economic conditions for many American Indians are equally ominous. The US Census Bureau 

(2010a) estimates that American Indians’ annual median family income is $41,945, substantially 

less than the $67,424 earned by white families. Approximately 16.7 percent of American Indian 

families earn less than $15,000 each year, compared with only 5.9 percent of whites; on the other 

end of the spectrum, 28.8 percent of white families earn more than $100,000 per year, compared 

with 13.1 percent of American Indian families. Only about one in ten (11.1 percent) of white 

Americans live below the poverty threshold. In contrast, 26.4 percent of American Indians – 

including 33.3 percent of those under 18 years of age – live in poverty (Ibid). In fact, no major 

racial or ethnic group experiences a higher poverty rate than American Indians. The impoverished 

and (typically) rural living conditions of most American Indians combine to foster other associated 

problems as well. American Indians experience higher unemployment, lower phone coverage, 

lower broadband internet access, and lower home computer ownership than white Americans (US 

Census Bureau, 2010a; Jones-Brayboy et al., 2012; National Center for Education Statistics, 2008). 

 

The socioeconomic distress experienced by many American Indian families no doubt undermines 

the academic wellbeing of students, at both the P-12 and the postsecondary levels. 

American Indians between the ages of three and five are less likely than any racial comparison 

group to be enrolled in preprimary education programs (National Center for Education Statistics, 

2012). Moving up the primary school ladder, survey data suggest that American Indian fourth and 

eighth graders show comparatively low rates of school attendance, less access to home computing 

resources, and a lower likelihood of having books at home (Mead, Grigg, Maran, & Kuang, 2010).   
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Progression and learning outcomes among American Indian high school students are further 

indicative of an immense achievement gap. The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) 

(2011) reports a 2009 national high school status completion rate of only 82.4 percent for American 

Indians; the analogous figure for whites is 93.8 percent.  Further, many of the American Indian 

students who complete high school show signs of under-preparation for postsecondary work. 

Greene and Forster (2003) found that only 21 percent of American Indian high school completers 

finish school with a college-ready transcript. Standardized assessment data bear out this 

observation. The College Board’s Advanced Placement (AP) program reports that only 43.9 

percent of American Indian AP test takers meet conventional passing score thresholds (e.g., a score 

of three or higher), compared to 61.8 percent of white test takers (College Board, 2011). American 

Indians also tend to score significantly lower than the general population on ACT and SAT college 

entrance examinations (ACT, 2010; College Board, 2010). 

 

Of those finishing high school, a disproportionately small number actually matriculate to an 

institution of higher education. NCES (2012) data indicate that American Indians accounted for 

approximately 1.0 percent of enrollments in all degree-granting postsecondary institutions in Fall 

2008, a figure roughly equivalent to American Indians’ overall population proportion in the United 

States.  However, these enrollments were disproportionately low at four-year institutions, 

particularly in the private non-profit sector. Beyond the issue of underrepresentation at four-year 

institutions, American Indian college students also tend to struggle along the path to degree 

completion. Only 39.4 percent of American Indians enrolled at a public four-year institution 

complete a bachelor’s degree within six years, the lowest of any group (Ibid). Only one in four 

(25.6 percent) of American Indian students at two-year institutions complete a credential within 

three years (Ibid). 

 

The cumulative result of the above conditions is a vast inequity in educational participation and 

attainment between American Indians and other racial groups, particularly whites. A mere 13.0 

percent of American Indians over the age of 25 currently hold a bachelor’s degree or higher, tied 

for lowest among all racial or ethnic groups and less than half of the figure estimated for whites 

(29.3 percent) (US Census Bureau, 2010b).2 This attainment gap serves only to further exacerbate 

the social, economic, and health disparities from which it originated. Like playing with an 

unshuffled deck, past outcomes are perpetually re-experienced by succeeding generations. 

 

We suggest a central office (BOR) position be created to serve as a liaison to high schools and 

college-bound American Indian students and their families with the goal of navigating college 

application, financial aid application, scholarship application and the other processes necessary to 

be accepted and ready to go to college. This person will not represent any one university, but will 

promote post-secondary education and serve as a resource for all six campuses. The success of this 

position will depend heavily upon linkages and coordination with all campuses and often he/she 

will engage resources (e.g. staff, students) from the campuses to assist with information sessions, 

campus visits, etc.  Other considerations for this recommendation include: 

 This person should be American Indian him/herself and culturally sensitive to the 

realities of Native students and families. 

 While the position will be located at the BOR office in Pierre, the majority of time will be 

spent at high schools and in larger American Indian population centers such as reservations 
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to work directly with high school officials, high school students and their families.  This 

person must be in communication with high schools and may even bring high school 

officials together for in-service education on assisting college-ready American Indian 

students. 

 Engagement of the campus-based American Indian student network will be critical as 

success will happen only if collaboration between the central position and campus 

professionals occurs. 

 Integration with staff of Gear Up and TRIO programming as well as with tribal 

college/university staff will be important to ensure this effort compliments and 

supplements existing efforts. 

 The central position’s responsibilities will be to assist high school students in preparing for 

college. This will include working with high school and tribal officials in identifying the 

college-bound American Indian students and assisting these students: 

 Taking the ACT and getting scores submitted to appropriate campus(es); 

 Applying to college(s); 

 Completing the FAFSA; 

 Identifying and applying for scholarships; 

 Completing other applications such as housing, meal plan, summer 

orientation, etc.; and 

 Linking to other campus-based student success programs such as summer bridge, 

TRIO, American Indian Centers/advising, special orientation programs, and other 

campus resources as appropriate.  This position will be funded centrally by the Board 

office for up to three years with a thorough evaluation of effectiveness and impact at 

the conclusion of each year to determine if continuation beyond year 3 is warranted. 

AAC, SAC and COPS should be engaged in discussion of appropriate metrics to  

measure impact. 

 

The budget request is as follows: 

 Salaries $51,500 

 Benefits $15,832 

 Travel    $8,000 

  Total  $75,332 
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REED Network Equipment Replacement 
 One-Time General Funds .........................................................................$1,254,600

 FTE .......................................................................................................................0.0 

 

Network routing equipment acquired in 2008 for the Research Education and Economic 

Development (REED) network being managed by the Bureau of Information and 

Telecommunications (BIT) needs to be upgraded in order to continue receiving vendor 

maintenance and support. BOR has worked with BIT to determine the cost estimate for updating 

the REED network routers.   There are 11 routers in the REED network. The total estimated cost 

for upgrading the routers is $1,254,600. Included in this estimate are spares kept in Pierre by BIT. 

BIT’s expectation is the BOR will fund the router upgrade and has made no provision for funding 

it.  Per our discussions with BIT, we believe they would support this appropriation request. 

 

REED Network History 
In 2007, BOR institutions were connected to Internet2 through a single 155Mb connection through 

Northern Lights at the University of Minnesota. By 2007, our neighbor states and the national 

backbones had all adopted a 10Gb standard for networking connections. In 2008 the REED 

network connected to the Great Plains Network in Kansas City at 2x10Gb. The connection to GPN 

was enabled through an agreement with University of Nebraska to share their fiber connection 

already in place to Kansas City.  Recognizing the need for a redundant connection to the national 

backbone the BOR was able to win an NSF grant in partnership with North Dakota to connect the 

states with a multiple 10G connection through Aberdeen to Fargo. The second connection for the 

REED network not only provided redundancy to the national backbones it also enabled us to 

update our agreements with our neighbor networks. 

 

The REED network was created with multiple 5x10G capability for each connection in the 

backbone. Initial connections were done with 2x10G connections at each site. With 3 excess waves 

available we agreed to provide Nebraska with a backup 10G connection to the Northern Lights 

Gigapop at the University of Minnesota. At the same time we were able to make an agreement 

with the Northern Lights Gigapop to provide a backup connection to the Great Plains Network in 

Kansas City using the same 10Gb backup connection we were providing to Nebraska.  

 

The REED network has provided us a robust network that allows us to collaborate with researchers 

in other states as well as within South Dakota.  The network has addressed concerns about the 

ability to move data at high speeds and provides us with a redundant stable network environment 

for both I1 and I2 traffic.  Having REED helped win initial support for DUSEL from both the NSF 

and the DOE. In addition, it has helped win grants from NSF both for researchers and the ND-SD 

network connection. 

 

Future of REED 

The cycle described above is beginning to repeat. All of our neighbor networks have either 

upgraded to a 100Gb standard in their backbones or are in the process of upgrading. Both the Great 

Plains Network and the Northern Lights Gigapop have upgraded their connections to Internet2 to 

100Gb. In order to continue enjoying the benefits of an advanced network we need to discuss and 

plan for a 100Gb backbone upgrade to the REED network. 
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The upgraded routers managed by BIT would be able to support 100Gb connections by purchasing 

100Gb adapter cards for the routers. The upgrades to the routers are only part of the cost in getting 

to 100Gb. 100Gb cards would need to be purchased for the routers and the fiber backbone 

equipment provided by SDN will have to be upgraded. We have had discussions with BIT about 

the move to 100Gb in the backbone and they have begun working with SDN to create a budget.  

Unfortunately, BIT nor SDN do not have a financing plan in place to upgrade the network. 

 

The entire network does not need to be upgraded to 100Gb, nor is it necessary to connect everyone 

on REED at 100Gb.  The upgrade could be done in phases with the highest priority being the 

North-South Path connecting Fargo – Aberdeen – Sioux Falls and Bellevue, Nebraska.  Campuses 

would then connect at 100Gb as needed or as grants or other funding become available. 
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Research Equipment Funding 
 One-Time General Funds .........................................................................$2,000,000

 FTE .......................................................................................................................0.0 

 

The goal is to provide one-time funding to assist the campuses in making critical research 

equipment purchases that will be used to facilitate research and development activities in the five 

industry sectors established in the 2020 Vision.  The 2020 Vision: The South Dakota Science and 

Innovation Strategy, developed in 2013 by the South Dakota REACH committee was developed 

to guide state research initiatives, emphasizes making strategic investments in research and 

development activities that can best stimulate economic development across five critical industry 

sectors. To establish these five sectors federal data sources were used to establish projections for 

Industry sectors with the highest potential growth rates through 2020.  From this analysis five key 

industry clusters were identified that are expected to produce the highest potential economic 

development for South Dakota over the next seven years.  These five industry sectors include:  

 

 Value Added Agriculture and Agribusiness 

 Energy and Environment  

 Materials and Advanced Manufacturing  

 Human Health and Nutrition  

 Information Technology/Cyber-Security/Information Assurance 

Research is a vital component of higher education in South Dakota and of universities nationwide. 

Nationally competitive research and teaching universities have the capacity to enable and sustain 

faculty members’ abilities to compete successfully for grants and contracts, to conduct successfully 

grant-funded research, to engage successfully private sector partners and to move successfully 

research-derived inventions to the marketplace.   

 

One-time funding of $2,000,000 is being requested to purchase equipment to facilitate research 

and development activities in the five industry sectors established in the 2020 Vision.  
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Industry Sponsored Research Fund 
 One-Time General Funds .........................................................................$1,000,000

 FTE .......................................................................................................................0.0 

 

  “The 2020 Vision Strategy is, at its core, a collaborative venture between the state, public, and 

private sectors to build the capacity to produce and grow the new ideas, talent and the companies 

that will power South Dakota’s future innovation-rich, higher value economy.”  Intertwined 

throughout the 2020 Vision Strategy is the importance of establishing Industry partnerships with 

our colleges and universities. Synergistic industry partnerships are an integral component in our 

effort to stimulate applied/translation research, create sustainable research centers, enhance 

commercialization and ultimately create jobs and grow our state’s economy. Additionally, in an 

increasingly tight federal grant environment, many agencies are placing a greater emphasis on 

state/institutional capacity for fostering industry partnerships.     

 

While our institutions are making progress in the area of Industry partnership, we continue to lag 

significantly behind our counterparts with respect to Business-Performed R&D as a Percentage 

of Private-Industry Output.  This indicator represents the role of R&D in a state’s business 

activity.  A high value for this indicator indicates that the businesses within a state are making 

large investments in their R&D activities.  South Dakota ranked 46th in the nation in 2011 (most 

recent year available), with Wyoming, Alaska, Louisiana and Mississippi comprising the 

remainder of the bottom five. 

 

A $1,000,000 allocation to an Industry Sponsored Research Fund is being requested.  The 

parameters of the fund would remain flexible to meet the needs of industry, which includes both 

for-profit and non-profit entities; however, a key requirement would be a 1:1 cash match from 

industry to partner with Regental institutions to engage in meeting their research and development 

needs.  Proposals would be allowed at any time.  A review committee would be established to 

review proposals and make recommendations to the Executive Director of the Board of Regents.  

The Executive Director would make the decision on project funding.  Once the pool is depleted, 

an evaluation of the payback can be used to justify future funding. 

 

Top 3 Benefits 

- Leverages the State’s investment with Industry contributions. 

- Allows Industry to drive the research agenda, increasing the probability of 

commercialization and job creation. 

- Involving Industry at the onset enhances the likelihood of sustaining the research beyond 

the term of the State’s initial investment. 
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